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The Ex.changeable Bases ·of Two Missouri 
Soils in Relation to Composition 

of Four Pasture Species 

C. E. MuSKALL 

L INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between the chemical properties of soils and the 
compo&ition of plants grown thereon forms one of the oldest topics 
of agricultural chemistry and one in which interest has been sustained 
over a full century. The volume of work published annually in this 
field Is now very great. It may be subdivided into three parts, with 
some overlapping, as follows : (1 ) Plant yield and com~sltlon u 
related to the major nutrient elements, N, P , X, and Ca, supplied in 
the !OiI~ ( 2) similar studies with regard to the minor elements; 
(8) vitamin content in relation to soil nutrient factors. 

The scope of the present study was restr icted to the cationic or 
basic nutr ients. It Involved addition to the soils of fou r elements, 
calcium, potassium, magnesium, and sodium, and determination in the 
plant material not only of these elements, but also of N, P, Mn, Sr, 
and in some cases of Si. The two solla chosen were the Putnam 
and the ~indJey silt loarns, and the four crops were bluegrass (Poa 
Pratensis L.) , redtop (Agrostia Alba L.), sweet clover (Melilotua 
Alba) , and Korean lespedeza (Leapedeza Stlpulacae). This investlra
tion followed, in natural sequence, a calcium and phosphorus study 
uainr the same two soils and the same four species, the resulta of 
which have been published in part by Albrecht and Smith (2, S).* 
. The experiments were arranged so as to show, as far as possible, 

the broad reneral factors involved in the uptake of cationic nutrlenta 
by plant!. The earlier studies by Albrecht aad co-workers (1) uslnr 
colloidal clay cultures with soybeans as the experimental crop, had 
shown that total nutr ients as well as degree of saturation were im
portant in the uptake by plants. The importance of calcium had been 
very stilklnrly shown by these studies; consequently in the preaent 
series calcium was given an especially important role. The effects of 
other nutrients such as potassium, magnesium, and sodium, were there
fore determined at three levels In combination with three different 
levels of calcium saturation. The arrangement thus adopted gave lix 
levels of total base saturation. In evaluating the results we can . 
therefore proceed in two ways. The results of increasinr amounts 
of one element when others are held constant can be determined; 
secondly, the changes caused by variations in the proportions of the 
nutrient cationa at constant levels of base saturation can be investi
gated. Most of the previous work with soils has been concerned with 
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comparisons of the former type. Van Itallie, whose work with soil " 
will be considered in 80me detail below, showed the advantages of the 
latter type of comparlson. This has also been extensively used by 
Albrecht and co-workers in clay culture studies. 

On the analytical side an unusually wide range of constituent ele
ments was covered by a combination of chemical and spectroK'raphie 
methods. Our adoption of the Lundegardh method for the apeciro
graphic analysis of solutions bas greatly contributed to this end. The 
determination of strontium, seldom considered previously in plant 
composition studies, was 80 easy using the spectrograph that it was 
included throughout, and, as will be shown later, it has added much 
to the significance of the «IDclusions. 

In the selection of the crops studied, regard was paid to the im
portance of pasture species in Missouri fenerally, and, in partleular, 
in the areas of P utnam lilt loam and the Lindley silt loam. These are 
important soil types of a relatively poor quality in the northeastel1l 

. part of the state. Because of the difficulty of arranging an adequate 
control of the nutrient supply in the field, a greenhoule pot culture 

• study was chosen. Field conditions were simulated to some extent 
by regular cutting at specific stages of growth. This practice had 
one considerable advantage from the point of view of interpretation. 
The erass or legume was cut before a niajor segregation of the chem
ical constituents to different parts could occur. Hence, if we may 
neglect the injury due to intermittent cutting, a fairly clear picture 
of the relationship between soil nutrient conditions and plant uptake 
should result. 

II. THE BASIS OF COMPARISON IN PLANT COl\IPOSITION 
STUDIES 

'The effect of a fertilizer or other treatment upon a crop was for 
many years followed chiefly through the total yields of dry matter 
obtained. Chemical analyses of the crops were used in two waya. The 
percentages of the constituents as determined in the dry matter were 
taken sa refiecting changes in the physiological mechanisms of the 
plants. On the other hand, total yields of specific elements were 
utilized chiefly in the balance-sheet type of experiment, such, for 
instance, ss those of Lawes and Gilbert on nitrogen. To some extent 
this divergence of function has tended to disappear in recent years. 
Many authors now rive both percentage compositions and total yields 
of individual elements. Few, however, have examined with sufficient 
care the question as to which provides the more appropriate com
parison of the effects of the factors under experiment. 

Consider a simple CaBe, such as that of experiments carried out on 
a single crop at two nutrient levels of a single element, all other 
nutrient elements being constant and in sufficient amount. In general, 
both the percenta&,es and the absolute amounts of all the different 
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elements found will be changed. The absolute , amount of a given 
element is the integral with respect to time of the appropriate rate 
processes which have gone on during the growth of the plant. This 
integral would include the change of root area and of mean root 
activity with time. If the outer nutrient media remained absolutely 
constant in composition during growth, and, if the crops were harvested 
at similar stages of growth, the integral or total amounts of a given 
element removed could be taken as a measur e of the effect of varying 
the given element. There would be two kinds of such measures
direct and indirect, · the former referr ing to the element added in 
variable amount, and the latter to· all others determined by analysis 
in the plant. 

The total amounts absorbed, being integral quantities, are dependent 
upon the shapes of the respective rate of absorption curves. It would 
thus be possible in a comparison to have curvea of different shapes 
with the same area beneath thein. The only way to get reliable 
results would appear to be to limit the growth to the earlier stages 
where differentiation of nutrient elements by translocation would be 
less marked than if the plants were grown to maturity. Experiments 
with pa·sture species in whieh the crops are harvested at a definite 
stage of growth, then allowed to grow again to the same stage, and 
so on, would aeem to offer the best assurance that the rate of absorp
tion curves would be similar. 

It is often assumed that percentage composition, expressed on the 
basis of dry matter, bears a close relatiori to the physiological condi
tion of the plant. For this reason differences in treatment have 
usually ' been compared through the percentages of the elements de
termined. More assumptions are here involved than is commonly 
realiz:ed. Consider the case of a plant growing in continuously re
newed culture solutions. The nutrients pass from the outer solutions 
through the root membranes into the ·plant. With the lapse of time 
the root membranes change both in area and in activity per unit area. 
At the same time inside the plant there is an increase in total organic 
matter, total water and total inorganic elements. The percentage 
composition for a given element can only provide a proportionate 
measure of the rate of absorption of this element, when it is pro
portional to the prodUct of the mean root area and the mean root 
activity. Expressing the matter another way, whereas the total 
quantity of a given element can be regarded as one multiple integral, 
the fractional or percentage composition is the r atio of two such 
integrals. These are, it is true, not entirely independent of one 
another, but it would indeed be presumptious to assert without experi
mental evidence that the same relationship exists between them under 
different treatments. 

The experiments of Burd (5) which deal with the constituents 
removed from the soil by i'rowing barley plants, show very clearly that 
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increase in dry matter may show entirely different relationships to 
the total uptake of nitrogen, potassium, calcium, and mag'llesium de
pending upon the period in the growth of the plant. Under the 
conditions used, the barley plants lost considerable amounts of potas
sium and nitrogen b~tween the ninth and eleventh weeks of growth, 
yet the total dry matter steadily increased. Of the five elements 
studied, only phosphorus maintained an approximately constant rela
tionship to the total dry matter. D.uring the first nine weeks of 
growth all five elements showed a linear increase with time, 8S dfd 
the dry matter. One may say therefore that it is only at certain 
sUies of the life of the plant (notably the early stages) ' that a 
simple r elationship between total dry matter and total nitrogen, 
potaasium, calcium or magnesium can be demonstrated. Unfortunately, 
we have little dej;ailed information of this kind for other crops, nor 
for crops grown under different nut rient condi tions. 

The most comprehensive investigations of composition in relation 
t o stage of growth are those of Wilfarth, R6mer snd Wimmer (26 ) 
who made determinations of dry matter, starch, potassium, sodium, 
nitr ogen, and phosphorus at three, four. or five stages. Barley, wheat 
and potatoes were grown in the field. '. Barley and peas were also 
grown in the greenhouse in sand cultures using four different levels 
of potassium in the nutrient solutions. P otatoes were grown in the 
greenhouse using a peat-sand mixture. White mustard was grown 
as a greenhouse culture in soil with the addition of- fertilizers, the 
potassium being used at two levels. These investigaton clearly estab
lished a loss of nutrients back to the eoil during the ripening of the 
grains. At the eame time the total dry matter and total starch 
incr eased. This loss did not occur with potatoes. 

James (18) has investigated the rate of uptake of potassium In 
potatoes grown in a soil-sand mixture and found the potassium con
tent and the dry matter to be closely correlated. Knowles and Watkin 
(21)' have gi~en similar data f or wheat grown in soil. F onder (9) 
determined potassium and calcium in alfalfa lfTown in soil at different 
stages of growth. Lundeiardh (22 ) finds a close correlation between 
the growth of wheat up to grain formation and potassium content. 
F our varieties of wheat were used in three different water culture 
solutions. In none of these eases were sufficient determinations made 
to trace the growth curves with precision and ther efore our informa
t ion regarding rates of uptake is very inadequate. 

It would. seem therefore that the effecl9 of different nutrient.l!l 
upon plants cannot, in general, be represented by single number s, 
whether they be t ot al quantities of individual elements or percentages. 
Only rate of absorption-time curves or lntegral absorption-time curves 
such as those of Burd (5) are properly adequate. If, however, plants 
of a given species are to be compared only with respect to the early 
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stages of growth under different treatments then total uptake may 
give a moderately reliable index. The use of percentages based on total 
dry matter can be justified for special purposes. Thus in attempting 
to compare one species with another, or in the use of plant materials 
as feeding stuffs, percentage compositions are used. 

In the absence of measurements of root area, rates of uptake of 
nutrients have been computed per gram of dry matter. I n the early 
stages of growth where practically all the plant participates in active 
metabolism the errors in such comparisons will evidently be much 
smaller than in the later stages. 

As regards pasture species, there appear to be in water cultures 
no data whatever on rate of growth in relation to nutrient uptake, 
nor information on the composition of successive cuttings made at the 
same stage of growth: Comparisons of soil cultures and water cultures 
have seldom been made. Hunter (14) has made such a comparison for 
alfalfa but it is not possible to deduce growth and nutrient uptake 
curves from his data. Hunter, Toth, and Bear (15) have made a 
valuable contribution in a comparison of nutrient uptake in succes
sive cuttings of alfalfa grown on soil-sand mixtures with a wide 
variation in the exchangeable CafK ratios. 

The experiments herein discussed have been evaluated chiefly on the 
percentage basis. It has the advantage that comparisons between a 
single crop grown on two different soils and comparisons between four 
different crops can be made with moderate assurance. -m. THE PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY OF. NUTRIENT UPTAKE 

Our knowledge of the reactions undergone by the nutrient elements 
in their passage from the aoil to the plant and in their diverse roles 
inside the plant is so fragmentary that we are nowhere in a position 
to apply quantitatively the principles of chemical kinetics. The broader 
thermodynamic principles which operate independently of mechanism 
may have restricted application. They will not, of course, enable us 
to. distinguish between different possible mechanisms . . 

A. Thermodynamic Considerations 
In order to consider the matter thermodynamically one beginS by 

setting up a simplified system consisting of. the outer nutrient medium, 
a membrane of some kind to represent the average function of the root 
and an inner solUtion, usually identified. with the plant sap. 

An adequate description of the external environment of the plant 
root would be afforded by the sum of the chemical potentials of all the 
molecules and ions in its neighborhood. We are as yet very far from 
realizing such a complete summation. The same is true of the situation 
within the plant root. We must realize also that this information 
can be adequate to our needs only under two possible sets of circum
stances; namely (1) chemical equilibrium exists between the outer 
and inner environments of the root, or (2) a steady state i.s main-
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tained between them. We have good reason to believe that the former 
condition Is seldom realized and that it would be abnormal for the 
the growing plant. AI regards the second po6sibility, namely the 
maintenance of a suady state, we can readily imagine 80me circum
stances in which it would h old and other s in which it would not. If 
it does not obtain, then chemical potentials are no longer sufficient 
and progreas will depend upon the setting up 01 chemical potential
time relationships. 

Before discussing the mechanisms which are available for the 
establishment of the chemical potentials inside and outside the root 
membrane we should consider somewhat more closely the implications 
of the terms "chemical equilibr ium" and "steady state", A complete 
chemical equilibrium is said to exist between two systems when the 
chemical potentials of the molecular species in one system are re.
spectively equal to those in the other. Restricting ourselves to dilute 
eolutions of non-volatile solutes In water this would be equivalent tp 
eaying that their r espective ·activities must be equal. 

Three main types of eteady state merit discuuion. (1) In the :fI.rst 
t he solvent is at the same ehemical potential and · therefore the sum 
of the chemical potentials of the solutes is the same in both systems. 
For example, two isotonic solutions containing different salta have the 
same vapor pressure and when conneeted only through the vapor phase 
no change occurs. However, in a free diffusion experiment in the 
liquid phase the solutes will move so !is to establish complete ehemical 
equilibrium as defined above. Such steady states can thus be main
tained by placing r estrictions on the movement of certain constituents. 

(2) In the second a constant difl'erence is maintained between the 
chemical potential of the water in the one system and that in the 
other. This difference will be numerically equal to the differ ence in 
the SUtrul of the chemical potentials of the solutes in the two systems. . 
AJ in case 1 the solutes need not bear any quantitative relation to 
eaeh other except through the sums of their chemical potentials. The 
maintenance of this type of condition; like that in case 1, would require 
restrictions placed on the free movement of the solutes. (8) The 
third kind of steady state is similar to the second in that a constant 
difference jn the chemical potential of the water is maintained but 
now the asme molecular and ionic species ar e fou nd in both systems 
and for each a constant activity r atio between the two systems Is 
maintained. Here there are no complete restrictions on movement. 

It will be evident that steady states intermediate in charaeter be
tween (2) and (3) are possible. In these the restrictions would apply 
to certain constituent! only. - For instance, a porous membrane im
permeable to large molecules might separate a solution containing both 
large and small molecules from one containing only small molecule!. 

More detailed discussion of possible steady states is not warranted 
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at this time since we now r ealize that any which may be apparent 
between a living root and its chemical environment represent merely · 
statistical averages. Recent work, such as that of Hoagland and 
Broyer (12) and Prevot and Steward (25) , haa emphasized the great 
importance of active or physiological absorption as compared with 
pasaive or purely physical absorption. A closs connection has been 
established between physiololrical activity and uptake of nutrients. 
A single root system contains regions of varying physiological activity. 
The analysis of a root sap represents an average from all of these. 
However, because of its generality and freedom f rom mechanistic 
details the concept of a steady state should not be neglected. We can 
only learn more about it by· utilizing activity measurements on as 
broad a scale 88 possible. 

B. The Chemical Environment of the Plant Root 
Although we are still far from being able to predict plant composi

tion from a study of soil properties, some of the factors involved are 
now becoming clearer to us. In a continuously renewed culture solution 
the chemical environment a short distance from the absorbing root is 
maintained constant. There are three possible ways in which ions 
can enter the plant; (a) by free diffusion, (b) by chemical interaction, 
(c) by mechanical t ransport with water. This last is largely dis
counted though not entirely ruled out by experiments which have shown 
that water uptake and salt absorption are apparently independent of 
one another. Diifwion must be present in any case; If ions are 
r emoved by chemical interaction then the concentration gradient is 
changed so as to make the diffusion more effective. We ue not yet 
in a position to evaluate the relative contributions of diffusion and 
chemical interaction. We can 86e something of the qualitative trends 
in particular cases by assuming that the root acta as a membrane. 
The properties of the r oot strona-ly suggest, that to a predominant 
extent it acts as a negatively charged membrane. 

The consequences of this are as follows: According to the Meyer 
and Sievers and Teorell theory of membrane permeability a negative 
charge acts to increase the apparent mobility of cations compared with 
anions. However, recent experiments wing bromide as anion have 
shown a relatively easy passage for this ion. Thus the root membrane 
can have only a relatively small negative charge. But a rather porous 
membrane with a small charge would certainly not be capable of 
imposing a low mobility on sodium as compared with potassium. · 
Hence although the qualitative effect. as predicted would operate 
in the right direction, no ordinary porous membrane appean capable 
of accounting for the quantitative resulta. We may now consider 
chemical effects. A cationic exchange reaction may be expected be
tween the membrane cations and those of the external solut ion. Here 
the Iyotrope series will make itself apparent-potassium should enter 
by exchange more readily than sodium and so on. Azain, although 
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qualltatively_·this effect also operates in the right direction it does not 
seem capa.iJie, either alone or in combination with the diffusion effect, 
of explaining the enormous d·itferences in uptake by plants between 
sodium and. potassium. Some fur ther chemical mechanism seems 
called for. It .might perhaps be found in Overton's and Osterhout's 
hypothesis of a lipoid layer in which salts of different cations are 
soluble to different degrees. Much further work is required before 
this problem can be considered solved. 

Pasdng now to the soil rather than to a culture solution as pro
viding the external environment of the root, we have to consider an 
additional mechanism for the movement of ions to the root. This is 
contact exchange, beautifully demonstrated by J enny and his cowork
ers in r ecent years (20) . We shall suppose tha~ hydrogen ions from 
the root surface exchange with cations attached to the clay or the 
humic matteI:. Two extreme cases present themselves. 

If the steady rate of removal of catiOn! from colloidal particles 
adjacent to the root is low compared with the· rate of renewal of 
theae cations from the bulk of the soil, then over any short interval 
of time the proportion in which the exchange for hydrogen occurs 
will be the same as is found for these cations in the soil by activity 
measurements. This Is so beeausl! thermodynamically the measure
ment of activity is equivalent to the isothermal transfer of a minute 
proportion of the iona from the soil to a standard solution. Thus 
whenever a very small fraction of the exchangeable ions are removed 
by exchange agafnat any cation they will be .in the same proportion to 
each other, and this proportion will be the same 88 is given by activlty 
measurement s on the individual cat ions present. 

On the other hand, if the rate of renewal f rom the bulk of ~e soil 
Is low compared with that of uptake by the root, then a zone of un
saturation will extend outwards from the root. Within it the clay 
will be largely denuded of exchangeable cations. Their proportions 
as exchanged on to the root surface will thus approximate to those 
given by exchangeable base determinations, when all the cations are 
removed by t he displacing soluti9n. 

Although this tl.eld of study is comparatively new, it is already 
apparent that the lonie proportions afforded by activity measurements 
may be widely different from those given by exchangeable base determi
nations. Figures were given in a previous paper (ZS) which showed 
that with certain dilute clay suspensions when ~e ratio of exehang~ 
able . calcium to exchangeable potassium was 1.5:1 (molar basis) the 
activity ratio was 0.15. Thus under these conditions calcium is dis
sociated from the clay to about one.tenth the extent of the potassium. 

It would seem then, that the proportions of cations which ar rive at 
the root surface will be enormously dependent upon the two rate 
processes considered above. These may be considered as external 
rate processes. Superimposed upon these are the reactions going on 
within the .root. 
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We may consider from this point of view Jenny's and Ayers' experi~ 
ments on the complementary ion principle in exchange reactions (19) . 
Both their experimental results and their theoretical curves agree in 
the conclusion that the proportionate release of a particular ion is 
not affected by the nature of the complementary ion for an infin~ 

itesimal exchange. This is precisely equivalent to a measurement of 
the proportionate activity. At the other end of the range where 100 
per cent exchange has been achieved they again find that the nature 
of 'complementary ion is immaterial, which, of course, meanS that 
here we measure the relative proportions of the total exchangeable 
bases. In between these two regions the nature of the complementary 
ion has a great infiuence on the loss by exchange of any particular 
cation. 

Bray (4) has attempted to apply a reasoning somewhat similarly 
based, to the problem of determining available nutrients. He sug
gests that the exchange of only part of the exchangeable bases against 
hydrogen corresponds much more nearly to what actually occurs than 
would a complete exchange. He therefore takes the proportion of 
exchangeable cations which are released for a small exchange as 
affording a basis for the evaluation of the relative nutrient level. From 
what has been said above this is equivalent to fixing one point on the 
curves connecting the proportions of the cations released with the 
percentage of exchange. For smaller and smaller release by exchange 
these proportions will approach ever more closely those given by 
activity measurements. Since in the field the exchange is governed 
by rate processes which are likely ,to vary from one plant to another, 
and also with the rate of growth of the plant roots and their physi
ological activity it seems doubtful whether a single point chosen 
arbitrarily can have general validity. 

IV. OUTLINE OF METHODS 
A. Greenhouse Procedure 

The crops were grown in earthenware jars on the bottom of which 
was placed a layer of gravel. Then 7000 (P utnam) or 6700 grams 
(Lindley) of soil (1100 basis) were added to bring the level to within 
one inch of the top. The soils had been thoroughly mixed after being 
brought in from the field . Tlie requisite quantities of carbonates or 
bicarbonates were added to each pot, along with a basal dressing 
of 88% superphosphate to all. Calcium and magnesium carbonates 
(CP grade) wer e added dry and thoroughly mixed with the soil in a 
churn. Sodium and potassium bicarbonates were added in solution in 
1989-40 but as solids in 1940-41. Because of the bad structural con
dition caused at the surface by the solution treatment, subsequent mix
ing throughout the body of the soil was ,needed. Before the crops 
were sown, a period of at least two weeks was allowed for equilibrium 
to become established. During this period the soil was .kept at the 
moisture equivalent. 
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The two grasses, bluegrass and redtop, and the sweet clover were 
sown In winter and grown until June or early July when the heat 
becomes excessive. Korean lespedeza needed special treatment. Be
cause of its photo-sensitivity it can only be kept at the vegetative 
stage during long days. It was therefore sown later in the spring 
than the other crops and overhead lights were used to supplement 
natural daylight. All treatments were carried out in quintuplicate. 
In the two previous seuona similar studies had been made on the 
same fou r crops using chiefly lime and phosphate treatment!. The 
standard errors of such exper iments had been determined and found 
to be satisfactorily low and the five fold replication was fo und by 
experience to give auftl.clent dry matter for the analyses. 
. DUring growth, auccessive cuttings were made of the four crops, the 
weights being recorded separately. Details of the exact times and 
atages of growth are given in the tabulation of data in Appendix A. 

B. Analytical Procedure 
Duplicate samples of one gram were used for moisture detennina· 

tiona (700 C.) and subsequently for nitroren by the Kjeldahl method 
(Murneek and Heinze's mixtUre as cata!yst ) . Duplicate samples of 
2.15 grams were used for the digestion with nitric s nd perchloric acids. 
In this way total silica remained as an In,oluble residue which waa 
tl.ltered off, and washed. The filtrate and wuhinga were made up to 
standard volume (2150 ce.) and separate samples were taken from this 
for the determination of Ca and P. Part of the solution was then 
used for the spectrographic determination of Sr, Mg, Mn, K, and Na, 
using the Lundegardh technique under the conditions as described by 
Ella and Marshall (7). Some general observations on the precision 
with which the different elements were determined follow: 

Silica.-The separation of the amorphous silicia of the plant 
material fr om the accompanying resistant mineral grains from soli 
and dust wss attempted in some cases usina the sodium carbonate
sodium hydroxide mixture as g iven in the A.O.A.C. method. The re
sults were not very satisfactory. No reliable blsnk for the insoluble 
portion could be obtained even with a single crop So that the actual 
separstion had to be csrried out in each individual case. There was 
wide variation in the smount of the insoluble portion snd it frequently 
exceeded the soluble silica in amount. We should expect that where 
the dust which contributes largely to the inaoluble silica cODaists 
psrtly of reactive clay minerals the latter will make an apprecisble 
contribution to the soluble silica. ~or t his no correction can be 
applied. Further work on the determination of silica in plant compo-
sition studies is therefore needed. In the present study it is doubtful 
whether differences leas thsn 0.2% can be used as a basis for valid 
discussion. 

I 
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Calcium.-The use of a 50 cc. aliquot with the usual technique for the 
precipitation of calcium oxalate in acid solution was found preferable to 
the semi-micro method using 5 cc. in which the centrifuge is employed 
in place of filtration. Duplicate detenninations were made on each 
solution; thus since duplicate digestions were the rule, each result 
given is the average of four determinations. The differences between 
separate digestions of the same forage sample rarely exceeded 0.05% 
Ca. Blanks were carried through with each crop analysed: They were 
small and consistent. 

Phosphorus.-The colorimetric method used proved exceedingly 
reliable with proper attention to exact timing of the interval between 
addition of the reducing agent and the reading of the colorimeter. 
Reagent and digestion blanks were run in each series. Duplicate read
ings were made on each solution analysed. The differences between 
separate digestions of the same forage samples very rarely exceeded 
0.01 % P. 

Nitrogen.-The Xjeldahl procedure is very reliable and no difficulty 
was experienced in obtaining agreement within 0.1 % N, using sep
arate digestions of the same forage sample. 

Elements deter mined spectrogra phically.-Two spectra were ob
tained for each solution; thus as in the case of calcium and phos
phorus, each result tabulated for X, Na, Sr, Mg, and Mn, is the 
mean of four determinations. However, the reading of line inten
sity in the microphotometer is affected by background variation as 
well as by variation in the excitation conditions for the particular 
element. For very low concentrations of sodium these background 
variations were comparable with the heights of the sodium max
ima. This situation could have been remedied by the use of the 
D lines in place of the less sensitive ultraviolet line but sodium blanks 
also showed about the same order of variability, so that little would 
have been gained. It will be noted that in the tabulated results 
sodium is sometimes given simply as <0.06% Na, whereas in other 
cases actual figures below 0.06% are provided. The variable threshold 
for Na may be ascribed chiefly to background variation, which in some 
series was greater than in others. None of the other elements oc
curred close to the theshold value so that for K, Mg, Mo, and Sr, 
the accuracy remains reasonably consistent from ODe set to another. 
As between one digestion and another the following variations were 
rarely exceeded; for potassium 0.1 % X, for magnesium 0.05% Mg, 
for manganese 0.005% Mo, for strontium 0.0005% Sr, and fo r sodium 
0.05"~ Na. 
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V. THE EFFECT OF THE CATIONS ON THE EXCHANGEABLE 
BASE STATUS OF THE TWO SOLLS 

In order to allow for secondary effects which might arise after 
addition of the bases to the soils, samples were taken from the pots 
during the first growth period of the plants. Ten borings WEre made 
to the full depth of the pots, from each soil treatment. The exchange 
capacity and exchangeable bases were then determined by the neutral 
normal ammonium acetate method, the chemical method being used 
for calcium and the spectrographic method for the other bases. In 
this way sueh effects aS,the fixation of potassium could be quantitatively 
.followed. Tables 1 and 2 give the results for the two soils. 

It is evident that calcium remains in the exchangeable form since 
in both soils the recovery is o,'er 90%. As regards magnesium, potas
sium, and sodium, the quantities displaced by ammonium acetate are 
considerably below the sum of the amounts in the untreated soil plus 
those added as carbonates or bicarbonates. This discrepancy may be' 
partly due to early uptake of these nutrients by the growing plants 
which were already several inches in height when the samples were 
taken. However, a considerable measure of fixation in a non-exchange
able form may also have occurred. Potassium shows a greater dis
crepancy than sodium or magnesium, which would tend to support 
the idea that fixation has played an important part. 

In order to provide information regarding the influence of · the 
. complementary ions upon the exchange of cations for hydrogen a 
limited set of soil samples was treated with hydrochloric acid equiva
lent to one-tenth of the exchange capacity. The idea that such limited 
exchange experiments give a better expression of the proportions of 
the cations available for plants than do the ordinary exchangeable 
base determinations, has been put forward by Bray (4). He has 
shown that Jenny's complementary ion principle (19) can be applied 
to the complex situation in an actual soil. The present study afforded 
a good opportunity to follow these exchange properties in relation to 
plant composition. Hence nine selected treatments from each soil were 
investigated. The result!! are given in Tables 8 and 4. 

In interpreting tl).e results it must be remembered that small amounts 
of water soluble constituents will strongly affect these figures. The 
total bases released in every case exceed the equivalents of acid used. 
The Lindley soil shows greater discrepancies than the Putnam. It 
is believed that the high figures obtained for the Lindley are affected 
by storage of the soil samples. Prior to these determinations they 
were kept in a laboratory in which acid fumes were sometimes pro
duced. The pH figures after storage were markedly lower than was 
anticipated from the treatments, and for that reason they have been 
omitted from Table 2. Table 3 (Putnam) thus affords more clear 
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~I. I. t""",,_ P<~<UU of P."u.an> . 11' I""", s oH 1193~·~ O ..,11 •• I. I Plpru In puefttlleH. rel« I. 
tlIo opP\"OPrla •• eJ[cllo.ncnbl<t "" ... as ."oul.ltd tr"", tile .. ,,, .. ,,1,,, 1IloO untrU'H >011 pi", \bI;t 
add"" as • • 011 treatment. All ,..,oul", tD "'UIl"'''' .... ' ...... per 100 ,rttl. dr, .~Il. I 

£zoll. 
SOU treatment ~ M, , 

" - " ",. " 
L ..... 7.58 U2 ." ." m, .0' 14.2 s.le ,. sa. .... I/ZCa It.l ll. U.531 • . U ." ." .016 .0211 14.$ US 

•• aa.l lCa 16.85'11.48 1 .. " ." ... .m, .on IU ,.n 
•• aa,dl/U ,." '.m 1.4212.81 I ." .018 .OU n .l 5.76 

•• sa .. l 112K 7.51 '.m 3.11115.1$ I ." .017 .0' 1306 S.U 

•• 80. .... 1/4M.c 7.77 3.92l t .1II1 ." .n .014 .028 14.4 .." ,. 80. ... 1 1/2.\Ic 7.51 5.3917.171 ." ." .~ .028 14.2 8.52 

•• 80. .. 1 1/4" • 7.65 1.73 .u 2.2812.88 1 .016 .025 14.3 8.15 

•• sa .. ll/t ". 1.73 I.n .U 4.ltI5.34 1 .015 .0211 14.7 .., 
00. _I I/ICo I/n; 11.53HZ.53 I 2.18 1.&1120611 ." .013 .0' 14 .3 '.0 n. sa .. l 1/2Ca 1/21( 12,671 12.53 I • . U 3.oI3 1U51 ." .014 .OZ6 n.s 7.35 
u. sa .. 1 ICa 1/41( 16.42117.481 1.81 UII'2.811 ." .01 2 .028 IU 1.48 
u . sa ... l I/'Co l/fMc 12.3snZ.1>3 I 1.291'.1111 ." ." .010 .m 7.48 

". sa ... 1 I/tCo I/lMc U.58U2.53 I 8.0511.111 ." ." .012 .028 1.19 
u. 8o.AI LCo l It Me IS.nUl.tSI 3.401 4. 7111 ." ." .~ .. " 1.38 

". Ba.AI lCo 1/4" . I Z.4g'12.53 1 , 1.B7 ." 2.5811.8S I .• m .0Zl 7.19 

". S .... I 1/2Ca 1/2N. 12.2$112.1>3 I LeO .U 4.271$.34 I .011 .0Zt 11.1 7.10 

". Ba. ... 1 lea 1/4Na 11.0'1<17.48 1 1.33 ." 1.04.1 2.18 I .01 2 .024 13.7 U9 ' 

". sa .. L l/ICa 1/4 I4l/tK n.UI12,53 I Z.S51t.ll1l 1.2812.S1 I ." .~ .0' 12.9 7.35 

". B> .... I I/lCa 1/4K 
I/t M$ 1/4Na 12.51112.1>3 ) U31~ . 7~1 1.012.511 2.1312.881 .018 .028 13.1 ,.U 

Table 2. E~ ~""""rt! .. of L!...u.y .Ut I...., .~!l ()~ o-tl I. I PIpr .. In p.rutll .... reI", \0 u.. Op-
prq>r~ oxe~abl<t buo., eakula'H Irom til •• m""", 1ft .... WIIr •• 1«I soIL plus that _~ •• 
•• 011 treatll1ent. All ... ul .. tD ",1lll<tqul ..... B .. per lOOp-m. drJ soil I • ..-

SoIl Tr.almont ~ "'. • , . M. ~ ,",. 

•• . u. 8.'0 1.1t ." ." .U .013 10.12 ,. _II/ICo 7.18".'01 1.11 ." " ." .Ol! 10.88 

•• Blad lCo 1.17110.3 I 1.22 ." . U ." ... IM8 
•• B ... at 1/4K 6.10 1.40 .7211.111 ." ." .014 10.44 

•• BUaI 1/2K ••• 1.16 1.21(2.111 ." ." .011 10.12 

•• Bla.L 1/4Me &.51 2.011 2.141 ." .17 ' .U .012 t o.~1 ,. Basal f/2M&: "'S UII3.14 , ." .U ." .011 IUO 
•• Bud I/tN. US 1.14 ." 1.1 41 1.21 1 . " ••• 11.0\1 •• B.ul 1/2N. .. " 1.21 ." 2.1912.211 . • It .0" 10.115 .. BaAl 1/2Co " tK 1.51<8.101 1.17 .8111. 11 1 ." .015 10-28 

11 • . au.l l / l ea In!!: 7.1I(UOI l.3~ 1.2012.111 ." .015 10-19 
'1 Bual lCo. lIt!!: 6.80110.31 1.18 . ~HI.\Tl ." .00 • 012 " . ". Buat I/lCo 114Mi' 7. 112IUOI 2.51( 1. 14 ) ." ,10 .012 .." 14: BaaaI I/lCol/nil 1.7118.S 01 3.~I3.U I ." m .013 11.00 

". Bull lCa !14M. !l.41 no-s i 2. 31<2. 14 1 .U ." .00 .011 U.U 
". Baad l/lea l/'N' 1.UII.SOI I.U .U l .nfl.211 .U .013 ' 11.22 

" . Bu.1 l/lea 1/2Nlt. 7.551a,SOI 1.15 ." 2.(I'lI2.l\) ." .013 10-" .. ~al IC. 1/4Na 1.?lUO.3 ) .U ." I. ZOn.211 ." .011 IU2 

" Baadl/lea 1/4K 114/olf 8.10(8.101 2.31(2.141 .SOn .,11I .U .00 .Olt IUt 

" au. 'I/2ea1J4K!1t",-
1/41/_ a .0II18.S01 2.S6tU4 1 .fa n .UI 1.0111.211 .U .01S lUI 

". N~ tru.tm.nt 1.21 UO ." ." ." .011 10.95 

cut examples of the operation of the complementary ion principle 
than does Table 4 (Lindley). 

It will be seen that the sodium t reatments are very effective in 
reducing the percentages -of calcium, magnesium, and strontium liber
ated. This is exactly what one would predict using the complementary _ 
ion principle. The addition of the readily replaceable ion sodium 
ensures that in the react ion with hydrogen ions the sodium will 
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TABLE •. SASE! RELEASED FROM fI.FTNA).l SOIL 8f HYDROCHI..ORIC Aem. IlIeL. I.U01, •• ~, 100 
I,m t"C~GE CAPACITY 1f.2 m,O. pte 100 V"', 

Tf • .,ml", 

I . B>.sal 

~. Bulll/2e. 

~. Bu.l 1/4" 

e. a_I 1/4M' 

I. f!ual l/tNo 

I .U 15.& 

1.51 )U 

1.G"! 14.2 

1.07 U.7 

0.111 4.5 

10. 8_1 1/2eo 1/4K 1.10 10.4 

11. S .. al l/tCt. 
I/'Me 

II. s .... \ I/lCa 
1/4);, 

1~. Ba .. 1 1/20. 
' I/U 1/4MI 

1.17 10.3 

:':0 15.5 

MaJ1>O.lu", 

~ "
.12 '1308 

.27 14.1 

.21 13.$ 

.55 14.1 

.23 10.5 

.Il 1.0 

.52 1~. 5 

PolUslum 

--"-
.OSt II 

.021 il 

.35& 25 

,023 il 

.019 8 

. :187 18 

.033 22 

.0:14 18 

.141 17 

.096 25 

.IH 31 

.113 4~ 

1.'4 51 

.132 47 

.120 55 

1.55 10 

.180 82 

.095 132 

.034 212 

.040 250 

.OS8 272 

.011 U 

.Oll 85 

.011 110 

.004 50 

'ToI.oI ....... <el .... d OU1 f,om 1.78-3.25 au. P'" 100 (rm. , 

.0034 10.1 

.0025 9.1 

.0025 U 

.0024 8.1 

.0005 U 

.0020 &.5 

.emo 8. 0 

.0010 1.7 

.OOZI 10.1 

TABLE t. BASEl! RELEASED FROM UNDLET SOIL BY HYDROCHLORIC ACID. {IICl. 1.06 m.o. PC' 100 
lflii. boba",o oapa.olt, 10.5 "'.0. PC' 100 ,,""'",) 

Tu"""nI 

1. Bull 

1. B .... 1 I/IC> 

4. _1 1/ 41( 

a. Dual 1/4M.; 

I. _ll/Ola 

10, BullIj2C> 
1/ 41' 

is. D .... l 1/2C> 

'." 
lao D&f.O.i 1/2C> 

1/4Na 

11. Bull I ru:a 
l / tK I / Oli: 

&lo1um 

1.13 13.1. 

1.10 15.1 

• 
1.011 15.1 

1.011 15.2 

1.12 If.& 

0.93 n.1 

0.13 1.0 

1.111 14.1 

.38 n 

.32 Z1 

.!~ 21 

.61 '0 

.18 U 

.:Ie U 

.51 24 

.IS 14 

.O:!4 I t 

.<172 15 

.11' U 

.019 10 

,on 13 

.111 U 

.QUI II 

.124 2~ 

.107 50 

.UI 13 

,131 n 

.nl U 

.1125 II 

.141 .• , 
1.11 U 

.111 5~ 

o;;p;;;. 

.1)2 U 

.050 3' 

.0&5 41 

.on 45 

.0011 U 

.OM HI 

.031 ., 

(Total _. nlo_d OU"J' ('o", 1.111'2.= "'.'. PC' 100 Il'" .... ) 

.001$ 14 

.oon 11 

.0018 " 

.0011 14 

.0011 10 

.0011 11 

.0014 12 

.0011 U 

partially monopolize the exchange; hence much smaller proportions of 
the divalent ions are brought into solution. Potaasium, however, does 
not show this effect to any extent in Tables 3 and 4. There are 
several possible reasons for this. It must be remembered that each 
result represents only a single point on an exchange curve which runs 
from 100 70 for each element for complete displacement down to per-
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centaaes around 1·10 for infinitely small displacements.. The latter 
corresPQlld to measurements of the fr action active based on the use 
of membrane electrodes. The curves probably fall at different rates, 
and in some cases they may cross one another. The agreement in the 
effects of the calcium, magnesium, and potassium treatments may 
therefore only hold for this particular proportion of hydrochloric acid 
used. The fact that these soils :fix potassium may perhaps also be 
reflected in a lower delree of replacability of the exchangeable pow· 
sium present. 

In both tables the calcium and strontium results follow the ume 
trends, the strontium percentages being consistently the lower. This 
would be expected since strontium is, in general, less easy to displace 
than calcium. 

The element manganese diverges in its behavior when compared 
with magnesium, calcium, and strontium. The acid treatment liberates 
some manganese which was not set free by ammonium acetate and 
several percentages above 100 are to be found in Table S. The chief 
factor concerned seems to be the final pH of the soil-acid mixture. 
The two soils differ markedly in their manganese reserves. The Put
nam soil has only a small amount' of exchanaeable manganese, but acid 
treatments bring much laraet quantities into solution. The Lindley 
soil contains almost ten times as much exchangeable mana-anese but 
only small additional quantities are brought into solution by acid. 
Thus in Table" the depreuing effect of the complementary ion sodium 
upon the manganese can be seen in spite of the pH factor. 

The exchange complex and nutrient removal by cr ops 
Before proceedina- to a detailed discussion of plant composition some 

mention should be made of the total nutrients removed in relation to 

'tABU ,. 'J'O'T,u" UCIlANC!ABL! BASI CO!<1'EIo'T OF SOIL A.'ID,BASES RIMOVED IY CROPS. I Ix
, .. _ 6 Uo I ...... 1"" """' •• of n .... poU. ) .,. ... • • • " .... Vtllmnl """ -- """"'- ..... """ "" ""'- ---- I . 8a&a1 II .. VW'. • U ... ... . .. us ••• .., •• ... .~ . ,- SU ••• ••• ... 1.15 '.N .., ... ... .... 

S ••• I 
O~, 52.1 ... ••• .n ~.T~ ... ••• • 0> ... .~ . 
~ .. 
I .. ~ ... 51.1 . .. ... ... I.T5 .M .., T ..... ... .~ . 

LIMit)' I . a.a .. 1 "- 41.1 ... ••• ... ... I." ••• -. .n .0013 

-~ 4U ... ••• ... ... '.m ••• •• . n ."' . -O~, 42.t ... ••• ... ... ... • •• •• .n .0018 

Koren 
1 ..... <10 ... 42.1 ... ••• ... ... .n ••• ~" . .. .~. 
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the supplies of exchangeable bases present. It is not necessary to give 
these figUl',es for all treatments. The basal treatment shows the most 
extensive cases of denudation of the soil and serves well for general 
orientation later. In Table E the major cations concerned are tabu
lated as totals in grams for the five pots comprising the basal treat
ment. For strontium and calcium the proportion removed does not 
exceed 2%, for magnesium 10%, and for sodium 4%. The potassium 
lost to the crop in some cases approaches 100% of that found in the 
exchangeable form in the soils. However, most of the soil treatments 
lower the total potassium removed by the crop. Nevertheless it will 
not be possible to assume that the removal of the potassium causes 
only a small change. in the exchangeable potassium status of the soiL 
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VI. THE CATIONS AS THEY AFFECT ONE ANOTHER IN THE 

PLANT 
Most of the experiments which , deal with exchangeable bases in 

relation to plant composition have been carried out somewhat as fol
lows: For instance, with potassium and calcium as variables, experi
ments have been set up by using ipcreaaing amounts of potassium 
at a constant calcium level and vice versa. In such experiments with 
actual soils the total exchangeable base level has rarely been held 
constant, but Albrecht and co-workers (1) have paid close attention to 
this in clay-sand cultures. The work of Van Itallie (17) on ryegrsss 
grown on an acid Dutch Boil to which various amounts cif bases were 
added, showed very clearly the great advantages of setting up series 
with constant levels of exchangeable bases. These advantages show 
themselves very strikingly where elements other than those added are 
being investigated. Thus In our present study the effect of different 
cations upon the strontium content of the crops can be properly de
duced only from series in which the exchangeable strontium bears a 
constant relation to the total exchangeable bases. 

The treatments we have used can be grouped into six series ac
cording to the total exchangeable bases pr esent. Within each series 
slight \'ariation occurs owing to fixation effects. Thus the magnitude 
of the total exchangeable bases within each series will follow the order 
Oa > Mg = Na > K. The significance of this variation, however, 
is probably small, since we know that potassium which has become non
exchangeable by fixation is to some extent available for plant growth. 
The grouping of the ser ies according to the total bases added would 
therefore seem to be satisfactory. We then have the f ollowing ar
rangement. 
ZIWO level 
% level 
% level 

%. leve! 

1 level 

1 %. level 

1 (Basal), 21 {no t reatment, 1940-41 only}. 
4 (Basal, ~K), 6 (Basal, %,Mg) , 8 (Basal, ~Na). 
2 (Basal, %Oa), 5(Basal, %K), 7(Basal, %Mg), 9(BasaI, 
72 Na). 
10 (Baeal, lhOa, ~K) , IS (Basal, lhOa, %Mg), 16 (Basal 
%Oa, %Na). 
3 (Basal, lOa). H (Baea!, lf20a, 14K), 14 {Basal, %Oa, 
%Mg). I7 (Basal, % Ca, %Na), 19 (Basal, %Ca, %Mg, 
14K) . 
12 (Baeal, lOa, ~K), 15 (Basal, 1 Ca, 14Mg ), 18(Basal, 
lOa, ¥",Na) , 21 (Basal, %Ca, ';4K, %Mg, % Na). 

In view of the fact that we are frequently concerned with compari
sons between four different crops grown on two different soils the 
pereentage composition figures will be used. 

In comparing t he 1939-40 results on the ' Putnam soil with those of 
1940-41 on the Lindley it muet be remembered that the former com
prised relatively heavier applications of bases. The t otal exchange-
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able bases of the Putnam amounted to 10.6 m. e.; the bases added at 
the 1 level were 9.9 m. e., an increase of 93 %. The Lindley contained 
8.1 m. e. exchangeable bases originally, the bases added at the 1 level 
amounted to 4.0 m. e. on increase of only 48'70. We should therefore 
expect that the relative effects of the additions would be the more 
marked in crops grown on the Putnam soil. 

The cations will be considered individually in the order Sr, Ca, Mg, 
MD, K, Na. Strontium is examined first because under the conditions 
of the experiment only a very small proportion of it is pl'esent either 
in the soil or in the plant. We can thus follow very clearly the effect 
of other ions on strontium without concerning ourselves with the 
effect of strontium on the other cations. It is not known to be an 
essential element in plant growth and we therefore do not need to 
consider special mechanisms for its utilization within the plant. 

Strontium.-(a) Variation with. total exchangeable base level. No 
experiments were set up in which the proportions of exchangeable baees 
remained the same whilst the total amount varied. However, we can 
select from the various treatments used a limited number in which 
calcium and magnesium additions were made. This can be done because 
exchangeable calcium and magnesium show a great preponderance over 
sodium and potassium in the original soils. The data are assembled 
in Table 6. 

TABLE~. STR0N7ll1M PERCENT"'OES III POW CROPS onoWN "''I' D11'l"ERENT ExctV.NOE"'aLE aAS!: 
LEVELS. 

Putnam 193!t·jG ,I , 
Sweet -. .. -

'l'rulm,ro BIn . .... ' 8",,'00 <IQUr In.dui B l yrn'" B.dl"" lup. d,p 

-, . ~. .~. . ~ . .~ . . ool~ . 00' .~, .~ . 
auall / 4MII' . ~. .- . ~ . .~ . .0017 .~. . 005~ .~, 

_1 1/ 2Ot. . m. .~, .~ . .~, .00' .0027 . - .~ . 
8a&al112l>1&: . ~. .~. . ~ . .~ . . ool~ .~. .~ . .~, 

a .... l lflOt. 
1/4Ma . ~, .~. .~ . .- .00' .",. .~, ."" 

_11/2Ol 
lflMJ . 0028 . ~ . . ~ . . ", . .00' . "" .~ . .~ . _." ."" .0058 . ~, .~ . . oole . 0027 .~ . .~ . 

a. ... IIOl I / 4)!' . oon .~ . . ~, .~ . .0022 . 002~ . ~ . .", . 
On the Lindley soil the strontium remains approximately constant 

for each crop whereas on the Putnam the bluegrass, sweet clover, and 
Korean lespedeza show a fai rly definite decrease with increasing ad~ 
ditions of base. Redtop shows irregular fiuctuations. The calcium 
and magnesium treatments give very similar results throughout. 

ConSidering the fact that the strontium percentages of the crops 
grown on the Lindley soil are small and that the treatments given to 

I 

I 
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this soil are less in amount than for the Putnam we may conclude that 
there is some signifl.cant decrease in the strontium v.;th increase in 
calcium or magnesium. We should therefore expect a decrease in the 
strontium with increase in the total level of exchangeable bases. It 
would be nothing more than what might be called a dilution effect. 

( b) Compo;riB01I. at the sa.me e%cJur,ngMb~ ba.3e levels. Taken as a 
whole, the evidenee from Table 6 would Indicate that calcium and 
magnesium treatments cause only minor changea in the strontium 
pereentai8s. Certainly there is nothing IIUiieating large specific 
differences in the effects of the two iODS. In making comparisons of 
other treatments it will be convenient to take the calcium or mag· 
osaium treatment 8a the standard for each level of exchangeable bases 
added. The effect of sodium or potassium can be expressed then in 
terms of the percenta~e increase or decrease in the strontium. Since 
at all five levels of additions we have a magnesium, or magnesium plus 
calcium treatment this will be used in each cue as the standard. In 
Table 7 we have first potassium, then sodium and finally calcium (at 
two levels only). 

TABLE 7. PERCENTAGE INCR'AIl!: OR P!ClUiAS! IN ~ COIITENT COMPARED WIT!! STANDARD 

Pulnam un.til LIndl " ' ",!HI 
][Or .... ~Ob - ~, 81 ... - fta<j.!- 1_. :&1 __ R.-I __ 1 ~I"" 

,,·,"Pta! " .. ,,,, ... ~:E2.... clOwr 4 ..... ....l!:!!!...!!:2... el...... do .. 
....... l l / tNt; 
Boaa1l / Uq 8ual 1/4K -u _n -" -" -. -. _u _n 
M oal 1/2Co. 1/4Me Boaa1112Ct. 1/ 4J1: , -" -" n -" -u -. 'n 
Dlnl lCt.l /ol" aa.a! lCa 1/ 4K -n -n -n -. -n -" " Bloa1112C:a 1/2.,., JIU&I1.nCaI /4M1: 1/ 411: -" , U -" " -. _u -" n 
8uilII2Mc Bua.ll / 2K _n _n -n -.. -n -n -" -" _I I I JC:a 112.,., Jl.l.Ool 1/2Co. 1/2 1e ----' '" '" ~ '" '" "" ..Ii 

"' .... -" -" _n -, -" _n -" " 
Bln1 1/ 4)\( Ba-.I 1/ 411, -. _n -" • -, -n -. -u 
ll&aol 1/ 2Ct. 1/ 4Nt; 8uol 1/ 2Ct. I / t Si -u _n -" n _l O _u " .. 
Buolle. 114M( Baaal Ie. 1/ 4);1 _u _n -, n -00 -n " .. 
Blwl/ ZWc BuaI I / fN. -u -n _n -, • -n , n 
8uol 1/1e. 1/ 1I4 8ual1/ 1Ca I/IN' ~ '" '-' --" "'- oJ< ... -" 

"P" -" ~. _n _n u -n n n 
BoAll / lyt: 8 ... 11 / 2Ca - , - 0 , -u u -U -. • B,w 1/2Co. I / IMe B ... I ICa --'-- -" --" -" '" ~ '-' ----' 

.Ob -, n n .. -. -n -. , 

Very considerable variations in the tii'Ures for -each crop are to be 
expected sinc~ these percentages involve small differences in Sr content 
and each is affected by the errors of two detenninations_ Taking the 
mean values for each crop, several features are nevertheless clearly 
apparent in the table. 

BhtegraSB.-Potassium treatments are not consistently different 
from sodium treatments in their depressing effects upon strontium, 
which amount to 18-84%. 
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Redtop.-Potassium treahnen.ts are not significantly different from 
sodium treatments in their depressing effects upon strontium which 
amount to 87-51%. 

Sweet clover.-Potassium treatments appear to cause a greater de
pression than sodium trestme.n,ts. On the Lindley soil the sodium 
treatment caused a small rise in the Sr content. as compared with 
magnesium treatments as standard. 

Korean .lespe&za..-The sodium treatments caused a significant rise 
in the Sr content. On the Lindley soil the potassium treatment gives 
a smaller rise than the sodium treatment whilst on the Putnam a 
small depression is caused by the potassium t reatments. 

In comparing the effects of K and Na treatments on the four crops 
we see that redtop clearly shows the greatest depressions by Na and 
K' on both soils, bluegrass and sweet clover show smaller effects, whilst 
with lespedeza there is a distinct tendency for a rise in Sr content 
over that of the Mg treatment to occur. 

(c) Comparuon. of ea,rly and late cuttings. A tabulation of the 
data for bluegrass (1989-40), redtop (1939-40) and Korean lespede.za 
(1940-41) shows no definite trend towards an increase or decrease 
in the Sr content with the advancing season. The features discussed 
in paragraph (b) above are shown both., by the early and the late 
cuttings (Table 8). 

TA8LII: 8. STRONTIUM PERCENTAOES OF EARLY ANO LATE CROPS 

I n9·40 
Sh""u .. b<lL __ RodtOll - --

,'i"C~~'":;,,,,,----C''''"ii';---'i'~i-' _-"-;-_'~~'_--c"ro,", _-,.0029 

... sas oJ 1/200 l/tK .0022 .002~ .0029 .~, .~, 

U. sa ... l 1/200 1/4M$' .0028 .005& .~. • 0026 .~ . 
" san1 I/200 1/ 4N .. .0026 .~, .~, .0044 .00'0 ,. Ba ... l lCo .0027 .~, . 0052 .~ . ... , .0032 
n. Basal 1/200 1/ 211: .- .0015 .0020 .0019 ... , .... ... san1 1/ 200 1/2M, . .. , .0025 ... , .... , . oou .... ... sa ... l 1/ 200 1/2" .. .0018 .0014 .0018 .0019 ."" ... , ... SUal 1/2Co 1/411: 1/ 4)4 .0018 .0015 .0028 .0028 .,~ ... , ... sasal 100 1/ 411: .0029 .0018 .0031 .0018 .... , .000 ... sa.al l C& 1/4)4 . .. , .0028 .0057 .~, .~, .~, ... Ba ... llCo 1/4H .. ,0017 .0020 .0022 ... , .0052 .OO~ 

". Ba ... l l /2Co 1/411: 
1/4Mg 1/4Na - .0018 .0022 .0024 .0025 ... , .0050 

Cd) Discussion. Th. strontium detenninations here presented 
afford some guidance in regard to the relative importance of different 

• 
• 

• , 
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possible mechanisms by which this element has passed from the soil 
into the plants. Since we are concerned firstly with the release of 
exchangeable strontium from the soil, we shall take up the analytical 
results in the light of the complementary ion principle. Tables 3 and 
4 on the release of bases by hydrochloric acid bave already amply 
demonstrated this principle. Much less strontium was liberated from 
the sodium treated than from the potassium treated soils when each 
reacted with a limited quantity of acid. According to this mechanism 
at replacement by hydrogen, the soil solution from the Na·treated soil 
should contain considerably less strontium than that from the K·treated 
soil. Plants which take their nutrienta from such solutions might be 
expected to show strontium contents lower for Na treatments than for 
K treatments. Table 7 does not bear out this conclusion. For sweet 
clover and lespedeza the effect seems to be the other way, and only 
in the case of bluegrass grown on the Putnam soil is the result in 
accordance with these suppooitions. The Korean lespedeza is note. 
worthy for the fact that neither potassium nor sodium treatment 
depresses the strontium consistently; indeed on the Lindley soil there 
is an increase. 

There is, however, another approach which will be considered. This 
is to observe whether the variations in strontium content within the 
plant are related in any way to vsriations in other constituents, partie. 
ularly Ca or Mg. That the four plants under consideration differ so 
widely in respect to strontium is a favorable circumstance in this 
inquiry. , 

It would seem therefore that other mechanisms enter into the overall 
picture. This is not surprising since the complementary ion principle 
only applies to the primary release from the exchange complex into 
the soil solution. If ions should pass directly from the colloidal 
p.articles of the soil to the plant roots by contact exchange then we 
should not expect to find marked complementary ion effects although 
they might still be detected in cases where the plant root, treated as 
a colloidal system, showed different energies of absorption for ,various 
ions than the soil colloids. 

The complementary ion effect, as noted earlier, varies greatly in its 
magnitude depending upon the percentage release. When this is very 
small the proportion of strontium released should be a measure of 
the strontium ion activity, a quantity which is likely to show little 
variation with the nature of the accompanying ions. Turning back 
to Table 5 we see that the total Sr removal by the crops in the basal 
treatment does not exceed L6o/~ of that provided in the soil in the 
exchangeable form. We might therefore suppose that the effect of 
varying the proportions of exchangeable bases should be small. The 
difficulty. is that the four crops behave differently, which was clearly 
brought out in paragraph (b). 
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T .... 1.1" t . STROtiTJW I,)ATA 0l'I TOTAL CROPS. 1.1 PERcnITACIi.sR. 

"- ,-
pu .... m [ ' !>!II " ... gMm [ " !!dI,, 

s.....cl_r 
P!!!,.T L l nd!n 

Konu Lupodoo .. 
PU'nom I ! M ' n 

... ~ 

... 
•• 
•• •• •• ,. 
•• ,. ., 
" n, .. , 

" 

,<lOlO .oon .0025 .OOU ,OOU .0055 

.~ . 

. ~ . 

. 0038 .0050 

TULI t. !TKONTllIM DAT.4. C»< TOTAl. OlO~. Ib I TOTAL ntUlS IN GR.\MS. 

"- - _01 ...... --.. loopo;lo .. 
TUllm'" -...- f'a!Mm --. bIM.m J.h!d!'l !WNm ! '","'1 

IIotna_ - .0011 .0015 
~ .- .OOIS .- . - ••• .0011 ,- .0014 

~I/U: . - .~ . .~. .- .• , .~ . .- ,DOU 
Ioo.aa! I It I(J .- .OOL3 .- . - .~ . .- .-, .-IIual l ftl<ll .- .~, . ~. ,,," .~ . .- .~. .0015 

aaal ll2Ct. ,- ,~. .~. . OOH ••• .- .Clon · .11021 
_11/21: .0011 _OClIO .- .- .~, .- • 0015 .~ . 
_ 1(2"" .- ,0011 . ~, ,lIOn ,~ . .~, .~, .-_II/Zlh. ,0015 ,= .- .GOII .- . .." .~. ,~, 

IIual 1/ 1Ct. l j U .~ . 
. - ,~, ,~. ,~. .- . ~. .~ . 

_I 1120. 1/4.., ,0010 .oon .~. . - .~ . .- . .." ,~ . 
8&1&1 I / ICo. 1/ 41<l1 ,~. .0013 .• , ,o(lIT .~. .~, ,001' ,., 

.002CI .001' ._ .oon ,0057 ,Il0l1 .0011 .WSS 

Aa regar\1.s var iations in the proportions and total amounb of the 
exchangeable bases of the soil, the suageation has heen made by 
Van Itallie (17) that these can be directly related to the plant content 
by means of a series of quotienta set up as follows: The plant" composi· 
tion with respect to a single cation Is assumed to be proportional to 
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the amount exchangeable in the soil divided by the sum of the products 
of the quantities of the other exchangeable ions multiplied each by a 
specific factor. For instance, for strontium we should have: 

S, 

- ~----=::--;--,,,,,---~r:= plant aCa + bMg + cK + dNa + eSr 
and since Sr is very small in comparison with the others, eSr will 
also be small and can be neglected. The question is whether a con· 
slstent set of factors a, b, c, d, etc., can be found for each crop. This 
relationship is precisely similar to that used by Bray (4) in predicting 
the amounts of cations displaced from the soil by electrolytes which 
he used on the complementary ion principle. Van ltallie's expression 
thus stands or falls according as to whether the complementary ion 
relationships are dominant or not. In his own experiments with rye 
grass with one exeception this appeared to be the case. In the present 
experiments only the 1939-40 bluegrass series appear to follow all the 
tr ends predicted by the complementary ion principle alone. 

We have seen in comparing the effects of potassium and sodium upon 
strontium content that only in one case out of eight did sodium cause 
greater depression than potassium. Van Itallie did not estimate Sr 
but his calcium figures indicate that potassium caused a greater de
pression than sodium. He ascribes this to the fact that in the plant 

, the sum of the cations (expressed as milliequivslents per 100 gm. 
dry matter) is relatively constant. Hence one element replaces an· 
other almost equivalent for equivalent. The element which varies 
most widely, namely potassium, would therefore by its increase cause 
an automatic depression in the others. This, however, is equivalent 
to saying that the complementary ion principle is not the only one 
affecting nutrient content. Factors operating inside the plant must 
also be considered. Van Itallie's assertion that the total cation content 
is approximately constant, will be examined later . 
. . Calcium. (a.) Va.riation with total exchangeable ba:te level. The 
only comparisons in which this matter can be tested are the basal 
treatment and the two levels of magnesium. This is somewhat un
satisfactory since specific effects of magnesium upon calcium might 
also enter into the picture. Tabulation of the results shows small and 
irregular variations (Table 10). 

(b) Comparisom at the same excha.ngeable base levels. The data 
will be tabulated in the same way as was done for strontium, the 
magnesium or magnesium plus calcium treatment being used as the 
standard at each level (Table 11). We thus have a comparison of 
sodium and potassium treatments for the four crops and the two soils. 

Bl'UegTa8s. Potassium · and sodium treatments depress the calcium 
to about the same extent, from 14 to 28%. 

Redtop. On the Putnam soil potassium depressed the calcium rather 
more than did the sodium. On the Lindley there was no significant 
differ ence. 
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TABLE IR ".Erncn or CAI.CIUM AliD ).IA(l~ESIUM AOOmON! ON C ... LCiUM COlo'TEIIT OP CROPS 

CHoP AIm S9I1. 

lUtlOfru. R,"'"" s .... , clOT" ~' .... l .. pede .. 
'Iru'm,., Py\rI'm ..- "',1 ... , I.i.dln ...... ( .Iad! .. Evm1m ],'!K!'ty 

•• 
,_. .n .. ." " L73 UL 1,4 ~ 1. 11 

•• B . ... l 1/20& .n ." 1.25 ." .. " L.U 1.10 1.U. . 

,. Sual lCo I .U ." l,n .w u, US I.S! l .lI 

•• _11/4Iof, ." .n ." ... 1.11 US I.U 1.18 

,. _II/1Ma' ." ." ... .n us I,U 1.44 1.07 

" Bo .. l l/2c..1/4Mr ." ... 1.14 " 2,50 .. " l.t O I.!S 

14. f\uI.lI/2Ca.l/2Mr ." ." ••• .." 1.31 ,. US U1 

is. BUallCl. I / 4 Ma' . " ." 1.22 .. 2080 3.11 I.U 1.47 

TABLE 11. PERCENTAGE INCREASE OR DECREASE IN CA CONTENT COMPARED WITH STANOARD 

Putnt.m 193~·40 Lindley 1940_41 
Ko.u~ -.. ~ OIber 8 1 ... - Red- Sweet lupo ~ Bl",,_ R.d· S .... t lospe-

h:u,mtn\ l ' cUlm,n! - ........... -"" ~ .,. s lgHr deu 

S .. 0.1 \ / 4H&" Duall/' " ·n ·n . " ." · , ." • • • • 
." ·n ." . , .,. ." -If ' , 

Baoall/tCt.l / 4Mg a ..... lI/2C. l / f E 
sa .... l lea 114M, Dual lea 1/ 4K ·n •• ·n ." • ·n • • 
Bud 1/2C& 1/ 2M, Sua.\ 1/ 2cal/4Mgl / 4K ·32 ." " .,. ·n ·n ." " .,. ·n ... ." • ·ft ·n • SUall/2Mr BUill/2" 
Ball.ll!2Ct. 1/214 BIlS1l 1/2ClI/2X "'- oJ. '" ;.0. "'- '" "" '-'-

, M:elll ." ." ·n .,. ." .,. - 11 . , . 
a.." .. \1/011 Dual! ! t.'!a .,. . ,. ." • • • . , .. · , 
Basall / tc>' I /~MJ &uall{2Ca )/tN. . " ." · n • ." ·n ." • Jl.a$alle>. 1/ 414 Basal IC:t. 1/ 4); .. ·n • • • n ·n •• ." " _11/214 S ..... 1 J IlIN. ." ·n ." ·n • • ·n • • " Buall/2Ct. lf2Ml; _I lj2Ca 1/ 2);a .", oil. o..i -' ill. "'- U1 -"-

WH. ." ." ." , ·n .,. 
• • 

Sweet clover . On both soils potassium treatments caused greater 
depressions of the calcium than did sodium treatments. 

Korean Lespedem. On the Putnam soil potassium caused a depres
sion of the calcium whilst sodium gave II. slight rise. On the Lindley 
potassium gave a small rise and sodium a clear ly significant rise. 

On comparing the four crops we find the depressions somewhat 
similar in magnitude for bluegrass, redtop and sweet clover. The 
depression fol' this iallt Cl"OP with sodium t reatment on the Lindley 
soil was significantly lower than the others. Korean lespede28 is very 
significantly different from the others, potassium on the Putnam soil 
giving a depression, sodium on the Putnam an insignificant r ise, 
potassium on t he Lindley an insignificant rise and sodium on the 
Lindley a clear cut r ise in calcium. 

" 
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A! regards a compariaon of the two soils, with ODe exception the 
Lindley gives smaller depressions than the Putnam. Where inc.rease8 
occurred, these were greater for the Lindley. 

A comparison of Table 11 with Tllble 7 shows that strontium and 
calcium are affected in a similar way by potassium and sodium 
throughout the four crops and the two loils under investiratioD. This 
will be gone into more fully when the data for magnesium have been 
examined. 

(c) Compari.!on of ea.rly and late cuttings (Table 12), In rather 
striking contrast to the case of strontium, the calcium percentages 
are significantly different for the early and late cuttings. In nineteen 
treatments out of twenty bluegrass shom a higher calcium per
centage in the late cuttinas than in the early cuttings. This is t r,ue 
also for redtop in eighteen cases out of twenty, The lespedeza is 
opposite in this regard. In all twenty treatmenb the late cuttina'e 
are lower in calcium than the early cuttinp. 

TABLE U. CALCIUM PERCENTAGES OF EARLY AND LATE CROPS, 

1i38 ·~0 1040-41 
SI ....... &os RedtoP KO ...... I .. pt4e .... 

nU'mrn! J:allI. J..Jk. .t.a.ta .La.lL "'" ""'-
-----------'.,c----'.~";_----·~-----" .. "~;_--_i·,·'i·----"·"· ~i_-

.u.n I.U 

-------.'~'----_: .• ~'~----:;;.----...;:;_----.i'.';;.;_--_iT,_-

... ... ... Suo.l l Ca l / tK . ,. ... . .. 1.31 1.52 1.28 ... S ..... I I Ca l / Olg . .. ... 1.15 1.21 Ul5 I .SI ... 8I..al lC& Ijt Na ." ... ... 1.3~ 2.08 1.81 

". Saul Ij2Ca 1/ 4K 
114M, Ij4~ .t o · ." . ~ . ... 1.80 I.U 

( d) Effects of ca./.cium and magnesium additicma. In comparing 
the four crops in their direct response to calcium we may utilize 
treatments 1, 2, and 8, bearing in mind that in such comparisons we 
are concerned with changing proportiona of exchangeable cations as 
well as increasing amounts of calcium. The data are assembled in 

. Table 10. The Lindley soil gives lower calcium percentages than the 
Putnam and since the additions were considerably smaller the in
creases are also leas. The var iability in calcium content is a-reateat 
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TAB!.t n. CALCIUloi DATA ON TOTAL CROPS: i, 1 PPCI!:NTAGt CA. 

BI .. ,.. ... -~ 
_tc~r ~." 1 .. ",,110 .. 

Tr,lIm.nI py'Nm ""'" Pu'D&m J 'pdln PY'Nm I.!0dl", PU'Dom ! Iodin 

". No .... t"",nt . " ... 1.44 ,. ..... ." ." ." ." 1.13 I.SJ I.n 1.11 

•• aa.l 1/ 41C . .. . .. ." ." 1.35 U 4 '.H t .n 

•• ~ 114M&" '.11 ." . M ... U1 I .U I.U 1.11 

•• IuaI 1/41(_ ... ." .U ." 1.12 1.80 l.n ! .11 

I. 'IjUii I/2Ca .H .U I .n ." ' .M ,.U 1.10 1.2. 

•• Buollf2 I: ." ... ." ." I ,U 1.42 ." '.0 
•• 1uaI1/lIUa" ." ." ." ." I.U 1.11 ,." '.0 
•• 1uaI1/ 2lI0 ." ." ." ." 1.51 1.7f 1.1 t 1.11 

00. 8Uil1/2C& 1/ 4K ." ... ." ." 1.72 I.U I,SO '.n 
U. _I l/tCo.l/U \s ." .U I .U .M UO 'M L40 ,.U 
U. ' 8U&l l j2Calj4Na ." ... ... ... , . l.S8 US J.30 

•• _Ilea 1.11 ." I.U . .. U. '.H 1.11 I.U 
U . t.ual I/2Ca l In:: .H ." '.M ." 'U t .n 1.41 1.21 
U . JualI/ tCa 1/DIe ." ." ,." ,." UI •. " ,.U I .IL 
U . IuaIIJ10a 
U. Iua1II1Ca IJnb. ." . " .M .M .... 1.11 l.n 1.10 
U. J.ual I/SCI. If U!: 

lIn" " ." ." ." •. U l .n U4 I .n -,,. Bull ICa 1/ 41C ." .U 1.14 .U 1.14 1.58 I .U 
u . _11001/414 ." ." uz ." t.IO 1.15 I .n 1 .• 7 
u. a...l lCa 1/ 4NI ." ." 1.22 ." 2.1. I .n I." U7 ... 'uall{2Calj4" 

1(4)(( l /~' . .. ." . " ... U. LU U. ' .M 

TA]Il •• 13 . CALCIUM I)ATA ON TOTAL Cl!.OPS. ('10' TOTAL Y11LD9 IN G~ or c,\.. 

" ....... "- _t.~. ~ ... I~ ... 
n .. ·m.p! pPtna m """" Pu·ym liM'" Pu'Mm !.IM''I "'Mm I,M!" 

., 110 tt .. t_n! .~. ." '"" ." , -, ." .U ,.~ ... .n ." ." ." 
•• aual I/ n; ." .U ... ." ." " . " . .. 
•• a. .. 1 1/4Mt;: ." ." . H ." I.It ... .N ." 
•• a. .. 1 I /. II~ ." .U .0 .U us .n ." ." 
•• aual 1/2Ot. ." ." 1.1' ." ,.~ ." 1.11 ." •• aual 1/21: ." J' ." ." 1.11 .n .n ." 
•• .... 1 1/2Mr ... . .. .. ." I.U .n ,." .n 
•• _I I~ ." .H . U ... 1.11 ." ." ." .. --..J 1/2Ot.I/U ." ." ." ." 1.le ." ." ." U. 110.1&1 I/2Ca 1/ 4104 ... ." '.0 ... I." .M ,." .U ... BUolI/2Ot. I/ Ola ... . .. ." ." I.U ." ." ." 
•• ...., ,~ .N ... 1.49 ." US .U I. IT .M 

U. _1 I/2Ca 1/211: ." ... '.N ." ,.U .U .H .M 
U. , ... 1 I/ICl.Ii2l41 .n · ... 1.01 ." 2.01 ." 1.20 ... 
n. _I I / le. If2Na ." ." ... ... UO ." 1.01 ,." ... --..J I/tCl. 1/ 4K 

1/414 ." ." 1.13 ." 1.14 ." ... I. H 

U. a.1&1 ICU/n:; ." ." us ." us .U .H 
U. _11Ot.1/ 414 ." ... 1 .11 ." I.n I.U ." ." U. II.I&1ICaI/ 4Na ." .U l .n .n ' .M ... ." I .n 

'" --..J InCa 1/41: 
1/ 414. I/ tNa ... ." ." ." '.N .U ." 1.14 
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for sweet clover, less for bluegrass and redtop and relatively small 
for Korean lespedeza. The calcium percentages follow the order 
sweet clover > Korean lespedeza > redtop > bluegrass. 

The effect of magnesium additions upon the calcium content can 
also be seen from Table 10. As would be expected, the Putnam soil 
shows the most distinct effects. The bluegrass and redtop show a 
small lowering of the calcium with magnesium additions, the sweet 
clover and lespedeza are somewhat irregular in their behavior. 

Magnesium. (a) Varia-tiM with total. exchangeable lmse level. No 
exact test of this can be made in the absence of other variables, but 
the calcium treatments afford some guidance (Table 14). In six cases 
out of eight the magnesium falls slightly in passing from the basal 
treatment to the Bssal, lea treatment. Strong specific effects of ea 
upon Mi do not appear to be present. 

T"BL! 14. EFF.l:CTS OF MA(lNJ:Srt)M AND CALCIUM lW<)1I "THE IIlAGNt:S11lM COI'TEI>"T O P THE CROPS 

1I1uev1OS "' .... s....,1 clo,,", Koruo l.-.I<u. 
Tualm. nI pu",lm I ""!lOY pulplm I,!!!dlU Pvlpam [ ,j!!d'ey Putpam LlDdln 

,. 
•• ,. 
>. 

•• 
U. 

". 
u. 

,-, n « ... " ." ." .n ." 
_ 1/ 4Jo!f ." . M ." " 1.31 L. ." " 
/laW 1f2~ .n .n . " ... 2.11 •• ." .'" 
fIaal If2Ca .n ." ." ." .'" " .n " 
III.S1.1 ICo ." ." . '" ... .'" ." ." ." 
BasaL 111e. 1/ 414 " .n ." .00 ." n ." " 
B ... l 1/2Co 1/2M.c ." ... .n ".57 ." ." ." .n 
_ L lCo 1/ 4141: " .n ." ." ." " ." ." 

(b) Comparisons at the same e:tcha.ngeable base levels. In dis
cussing magnesium in the same fashion as was done for strontium 
and calcium, it will be necessary to take a different standard from 
the magnesium treatment which was previously employed. We shall 
utilize calcium treatments and alao potassium treatmentl3. In order 
to get a comparison with: strontium these same standards have been 
used and the relevant strontium figures are inserted in the second 
part of Table 15. 

Bluegrass. Potassium treatments cause a significant depression in 
the magnE.Bium but the sodium gives an insignificant rise. 

Redtop. Potassium treatments depress the magnesium and sodium 
treatments give a smaJler depression. 

Sweet clover. Potassium treatments depress the magnesium con
siderably more than do the sodium treatments. 

Korean lespedeza. Potassium on the Putnam depresses the mag
nesium considerably whilst sodium gives an insignificant depression. 
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T .... LE IS. 

'" PtRCtNTAGt DfCllEA5E 011 DtCRtAllE IN MO CONTINT COlolPARED WITH ttAI\1)ARD 
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On the Lindley, potassium depresses the marnesium but sodium en
hances it. 

When the potassium is taken as standard the corresponding sodium 
treatments give consistently h igher magnesium contents for all four 
crops on both soils. 

Using the calcium treatment as standard it Is seen that the depres
sions in magnesium produced by the potassium treatmeJ?tII are not 
so widely differ ent for the fout' crops. In the sodium treatments we 
tl.nd that redtop and Iweet clovet' show depressions but bluegrass and 
lespedeza give small chanies or increases. 

(e) Compans01l. of eQ,rly Q,lI.d tate cuttings (Table 16) . In tourteen 
out of twenty cases fot' bluegnss and sixteen out of twenty tor redtop 
the early cuttinis ,are higher in magnesium than the late cuttings. 
Lespedeza is quite uniform in this t'egard. In all twenty cases the 
magnesium content is hither for the euly than for the late cuttiDi"s. 

(d) Effects of 'I7W1gnaium and calcium additi01l.8. Table 14 seems 
to display some irregularities not readily accounted for. The les· 
pedeza is consistent In .howing only . mall increases in Mg content 
with magnesium additions to the soil. Redtop shows somewhat· ireater 
increases and bluegrass and sweet clover are erratic. The percentage 
of magnesium in the lespedeza is markedly below that in the other 
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TABL E 16. MAGNESIUM PERCEt!TAGES OF EARLY AND LATE CROPS. 

1929-40 l1Ii0 _41 
Bluerrul .~~ K.,..., ... lupedu. 

Tr.lIm~nI "'" ...... '"'" ""'- ""'- ""'--
•• . ~ . . U ' •. 55 ... ." ... ." 
•• Bual 1/ 4K .n .n ." ." ." ." 
•• Buall / Hlg ." .n :al ." .n .n 
•• B.aa.1 1/ 4N& ... ... . " . .. ." ." ,. Bua! 1/ 2C1. ... .n . " . .. .n ." •• Bual 112K .n .n ." .n ." ." ,. BU>.ll /2~ · ." ." . " ... ." ." 
•• Basal lj1Na ... ... .n .n ." ." 
". Ba ... l 1/ 2C1. 1/ 4K .'0, ." ... ." ." .n 
u. B.sal 1/ 2C1. 114M, ." .n . " ... ." ." ". Bual 1/2CJ. I f 4N' .n .n . " ... ... ." 
•• BasallCl. ... ... . " . .. .n ." n. BU>.I 1/ 2C1. 1/ 2K ." ." ." ." .>0 .U .. Saaa.l 1/2CJ. 1/ 214 :11 ... ." ." ." ." ". Bua1 1/ 2C1. II2Na . " ... ." ." ." .n 
". l a .... ll/2C1. 1/ 4K 1/414 ." . " ." ." . .. . .. 
12: Sa ... l lCa 1/ 4K ." .n ." .U .>0 .n 
". Bual lCa 1/ 414 ... ." ... ." ." ." u . Bual l Ca 1/ 4N_ .n ." ." ." . n . .. 
". Saaa.l I!2Ca 1/ 4K 

1/4 MS I f tN. ... ." ." .n . .. ." 
three crops, the order being sweet elover > redtop>bluegrass> Korean 
lespedeza_ 

The effect of calcium additions is small in 'most cases and both 
increases and decreases are present, the latter predominating. 

Discussion of strontium, calcium, and magnesium 
(a.) Mutual effects. The evidence of Tables 6, 10, and 14 would 

. seem to preclude large specific effects. The dilution caused by addi
tions of calcium or magnesium which might be expected to lower the 
strontium content is not always diaeernable and on the average it 
is less than might be ~ected from the quantities involved. The same 
is true of the calcium percentages when magnesium is added and of 
the magnesium when calcium is added. These facts suggest a con
siderable degree of independence in the uptake of the three divalent 
cations, 

(b) Effects of mo?Wvalent ions. By comparing Tables 7 and 11 we 
caD get some idea of the relative ·effects of potassium and sodium 
additions to the soil upon the strontium and calcium contents of the 
plant. I t is seen that there is a very close similarity. In general 
sodium produces a smaller depression of the divalent ion than does 
potassiuIIl, or in case there is a rise, a larger r ise. Redtop shows the 
smallest difference in the effects of K and Na, bluegrass is somewhat 
similar, sweet clover gives large differences whilst lespedeza shows 
definite increases with the sodium treatment. It is interesting to see 
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TABLE 11. MAGNESIUM DATA ON TOTAL CROPS; La) PERCENTAGE MG; 

Treilmen' 

21. No Irut_D! 

I. B .... l l /le. ,. B .... l 1/2K ,. Dau.ll/IMs 

•• Bual 1/21'1' ... Dalal I/2Cal/4K: 
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putnlm I ,, [)dlu 

." ... 

.n .n 
" ." .n ." 
." .>0 

". Baul l/leal/t"" ." .n ... Baaallj2Cal/4n ." ." ,. SuallCt. ... ... 
U. _ ~/2c>'I/2K ." ." ". Basal 1/2e. 112MII' .n . .. n. Basall / 2C&1j2N .. . " ." ". Basall / 2C&1/4K 

1/4~ .n ." 
". Bas.llCt. 1/4K ." ." U. BaoaIICa.lJ4Mj: .e3. ." ". _IIC .. 114M> ... ... ,. SUal 1/2Ct.I/U: 

l / U!g 1/41'1. ." ." 

,~~ 
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" " 
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TJ.BLE IT. MACNESIUM DAT.4. ON TOTAL CROPS, (b) TOTAL YULDS IN GRAMS OF MG. 

Tr"tme Q! 

21. No IrlUlmoo! 

'. au,llnea ,. BanI 1/2K , Basal 1/ 2Mg 
". Baul 1/21<. 

". B..,. .. I 1/2ea 1/4K 
a. B .. sal l/lea 1/ 4Mg 

" Basal 1( lea 1/ 41'1 ,. B ..... l IC .. 

" S ...... l 1/2ea I12K 
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.. 
how some of the apparent irregularities in the strontium results 
again show themselves with calcium. 

The comparison of magnesium with strontium can be made by 
using Table 15. Here we have fewer comparisons than were possible 
for strontium and calcium and in order to achieve the maximum 
reliability two sets of compadsons are made. In the ftrat the calcium 
treatments are taken as standard and the potassium and sodium 
treatments are compared with these. In the second, the potas
sium treatments are chosen 8S standards and the corresponding sodium 
treatments are compared with them. In the comparison of magnesium 
and strontium as they are affected by potassium and sodium addition 
to the soil we see the same general regularities as were found in the 
calcium-strontium comparison. Sodium gives smaller depressions than 
potassium, lespedeza shows increases in some cases. The magnitude 
of the depressions produced by potassium are about the same for 
magnesium as for strontium. Sodium seems to produce somewhat 
smaller effects on the magnesium than on the strontium. 

Another wsy of considering the results is to group the experiments 
according to the ions added instead of the exchangeable baae level. 
This is the usual method adopted but it has been avoided here so far 
because, as mentioned above, when we increase the amount of one ion 
we not only change the proportions of the exchangeable bases but alao 
the exchangeable base level itself. In certain cases, however, we need 
the usual method to supplement the conclusions· already drawn. The 
apparent increases in strontium, calcium, and magnesium caused by 
sodium and sometimes by potassium treatments in the case of the 
Korean lespedeza need further examination. These apparent increases 
were, of course, based on the magnesium or calcium treatment at the 
same base level as standard. We shall now use ths basal treatment 

TASLE 18. PERCENTAGES OF STRONTIUM, CALCIUM AND MAGNESIUM IN KOREAN LESP EDEZA 
UNDER POTASSH1M-CALcitIM AND SODIUM-CALCIUM TREATMENTS. 

Strontium Calt!UnI Mopes '''''' 
TrealmeDl putnam I I M ln pumam I,IndlftY Pulnam L lndlev 

L a"".l . ~ .~ . 1.49 1.11 ." .n 
• S"",'1/4K .- .0032 L.n 1. 13 ." ." 
•• S ... al1/lK ."" .~, .~ L~ ." ." ,. Sau l 1/2Co. .~. .~, 1.10 1.24 ." ." ". Sou! 1/2ea !/4K . "'. ~ . 1.10 1.28 ." ." ". s ""al 1/2Oa I/2K .0027 ."'. 1.41 1.21 ." ." ,. S..,a.! lOa .~. ."" 1.8! 1.32 .n ." I ~. S"a! lOa 1/4K .0039 1.35 ." 
L. Basal . ~, .~ . U9 1.11 ." .n 
•• S ..,al 1/4NI .- .002 ~ 1.45 1.17 ." ." 
•• Sasa! 1/2Na .. ~ ."" 1.19 1.21 ." .n 
•• Buall/2ea .~ . .~, 1.70 1.24 ." ." ". aasall/2ea 1/4NI .0013 ."" 1.48 1.U ." ." ". Bual 1/2ea I/wa . ,," .0051 1.72 1.70 •• .n 
•• Basal lOa ."'. .~, 1.81 1.32 .n " ". a....! tOa 1/ 41 .. ."" .,,~ 1.81 1.87 ." ." 
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as standard and examine the lespedeza figures for these three ions. 
The actual percentages are given in Table 18, where we have tl.rst 
the potassium-calcium serics, second the sodium.-ealclum aeries. 

The regularities arc rnt'lch more evident on the Jespedeza grown 
on the Putnam soil than on the crop grown on the Lindley. The crop 
grown on the Putnam soil seems t o show the dilution effect with 
increasing additions of calcium, a specific reduction with increasing 
additions of potassium and a much smaller reduction for sodium. On 
the Lindley Boil there are several cases of percentages higher than 
those of the basal treatment and other peculiarities are present which 
cannot now be explained. 

We may also discuss at this point the relation of plant composition 
to the proportions of 'exchangeable bases in the soil. In most cases 
we find on comparing the Putnam and Lindley that the relative 
amounts in the crops follow t hose present in the e;!;changeable form 
in the soil. Thus the crops on the L indley contain less strontium and 
Jess calcium than those grown on the Putnam. With magnesium, how
ever, this is not always the case. The Lindley soil contains about half 
as much e;!;changeable magnesium as the Putnam, yet the leBpedeza 
and sweet clover show higher Mg contents when grown on the Lindley, 
bluegrass is about the same for the two soils, and only redtop shows 
slightly higher magnesium percentages when grown on the Putnam Boil. 

The relationship of calcium and strontium in plant nutr ition has 
been very fully discussed by CollaJ:1,der (6), who grew twenty different 
species of plants upon several different nutrient solutions of different 
ionic compositions. He came to the conclusion that calcium and 
strontium are scarcely differentiated by the absorbing mechanism 
of the plant. Thus their ratio in plants tended to be the same as 
those in the culture solutions used. The same was true also of 
potassium, rubidium and caesium. On the other hand, calcium and 
magnesium, and potassium and sodium were much less closely related 
in regard to uptake by plants. The present eJq>eriments were not de
signed to throw light specifically on this point, and no direct com
parison with Collander's results is possible until we know more about 
.the actual activities of calcium and strontium ions in the soil. How
ever, on comparing the ratio exchangeable Ca/exchangeable Sr for 
the soils with the ratio Cal Sr in the crops we find the latter to be 
distinctly greater. This, however, may retlect the fact that calcium 
is more easily displaced from the soil than strontium as well as any 
small differences in uptake due to the plants themselves. 

Manganese_ The most cursory inspection of the maganese figures 
shows that here specific effects such as those of potassium or sodium 
are subordinate to other factors, the most important of which appears 
to be the pH of the soil (3). In all the crops the control or the 
basal treatment gave much higher manganese percentages than did 
any other treatment. In a considerable ~umber of cases the potassium 
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TABLE 19. MEAN IoIANGANESl;: PERCENTAGES AT VARIOUS IPCCRANG.!;A8LE BASE LBVELS 

IAvel d. BI.,.i!'Us Rod!"" S_lolO>"Or Itor Ulllespedoou. 
odd!t!QQ "'''porn Llndln pmn· m Ltgdlrv PH'o'm I,'"dln PU!!!Im 1.I.d)", 

~w .022 .M' .~ . . - .025 .m. .015 .051 

a .. sa1 1/4 .012 .m ,022 .'" ,014 .017 .00' .M' 
B .... I 1/2 ,Oil .'" .n17 .• , .00' ,01S .'" .ola 

Dual 3/4 .011 ,022 .014 .m • ... .013 ... ,018 

Buall .Oll .n18 ,017 .m. . "" .Oll . .. .015 

au.l1 1/4 .011 ••• .018 .025 ... .010 ."" .013 

and sodium treatments give lower manganese percentages than the 
corresponding calcium or magnesium treatments, but the differences 
are rather small and one has the impression that the pH factor over
shadows all others. In Table 19 the mean 'percentages at the various 
levels of exchangeable bases Are given. 

On the Putnam soil f rom the Y2 level onwards the manganese figures 
are practically constant for all crops, _ The pH for the Y2 additions 
lies in the range 6.4-6.7, whereas at the "% level it is 5.8-6,2. The 
plants grown on the Lindley soil show significant decreases in manga
nese through the whole series of base additions. It must be remem
bered that these additions were less than for the Putnam and that 
the exchange capacity was underestimated in arriving at the quantities 
of base to be added. Unfortunately no reliable pH measurements on 
the treated Lindley soils are available owing to uptake of acid fumes 

,. 
•• 

TAB LE 20. MANGANESE PERCENTAGES OF EARLY AND LATE CROPS 

Tre"mtnt 

.014 

Redtop 
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TABL!: ,l. '" MAHGANElIC P.tRC£J(TAG.&S 01'1 TOTAL Cl.OPS 

tru, ... m pPt,..m t.lnsIIn 

... No tr.U .... nt . M' .... .m • ,. B .... l .on . M' .~ . .... 
• •• .~ . .ou .~, 

•• Bu .. 1 1/4K .012 ••• . 020 ••• .011 .017 . ~ .m • 
•• Oa .. l I / t}!1 .on .OU . ou ••• .011 .018 . ~ ••• •• 8 ... 1 1/ 411a • 010 .028 . m • ••• .0iO .015 .~ .020 

•• 11 ... 1 1/ 2C& .012 .O2~ • 0 17 ••• . ... .018 . ~ ••• •• S ... l 1/2K .012 .011 .014 .M' .~ .Olf .~ .on ,. 8uo.l 1/21otf .011 .01 ~ .011 .• , .~ .012 .~ .ou 
•• .8aaL 1/211e .... ,024 ,OU ••• .~ .015 .~ .OU ... Ban i I /lCU/41t ,DID .021 .018 ••• .- .012 .- .., ... 8 ... 1 t/lCo 1/ 4Mc ,01 ' ,021 ,014 .M' .- .018 .- ,on ... au.! I / Iea 1/ 211. .011 . ,. • OU ••• .- .010 ... .01 4 

•• ..... ,'" .011 .• , • 01 , .M' .~ 
• •• .... .., n. _ t / lea I/2K .011 .Oll .ou .• n ... .011 .... ,01$ ... a .... l I/ Ica I/ IMe .014 ,01' . 01' ••• .... .011 .... .011 ... Buall/lC&I/ ZNa .011 .011 . ou . m • .... .... . ... .01J ... BaAl I /2Ca 1/ 41: 

1/41.1t' .... .011 ,014 .,. .- .011 ... .on ... O .. alICa 1/4K .010 .011 .014 .02' .- .010 .on ... a.a..1 lCa 1/4111 .010 .016 .01' .026 .... .010 .... .014 ... a ... 1 ICa 1/ 4Na ,012 .on ,010 ... 0 ... 1 l/2Ca ' lUi. 
.025 .• , ,DID .. ~ . 011 

I!' "" 1/ 41ia .014 .015 .011 . OU ••• .... .~ .012 

TAilLE n . 4b I )Oc ... ~GAN£S£ CONTI'"' IN GRANS OI'TOTAL CROP&' 

tu"m,,' II put .... m Llndl" 

... "'0 " •• tiM"" .~ • •• .., ,. ..... .~ .m . ~. .m • 
. - • •• .- .~ 

•• Bull 1/ ''-: .on .017 .~, .~ .011 .~ .~ .m, 
o. BaalII /'1.Ic .OU .014 .= . M' .... .~ .~ .018 

•• _11 / 4Na .00' .020 .M' .~ .~ .~ .- .011 

•• BaA' !/ICa .on .018 .018 .M' .- .~ .... .OU 
•• 8 001.1 1/2K .010 . 018 .015 .M' . ..,. .., .... .012 ,. B ... l 1/ 2MI .010 . 018 .017 . M' ... .., ... .00' 
•• D ... l 1/ISo .... . 011 • 017 ••• .... .~ .... .... ... B ..... l ! / ICaI/IIC .- .017 • 011 ••• .... .~ .~ .015 ... Baal I I ICa 1/0,& .012 . 01 5 • Ots ••• . ... . ..,. ... .011 ... B .... II/lea l / tN • .- ,OU . .012 .• , . .. ... .... .-
•• _Ilea .010 ',017 .01' .• , ,'" .... .~ .015 

n. a ... l I/ ICaI/U: .OU . Q15 .018 .m ... .... ... .OIL ... _ 1/10.1/1", • 013 .013 • 017 . ... .~ .- . ~ ... ... hoo.l l/ICU/ZNt. .~ .012 • 01' . ... ,Ol D . ~ ... .-... _lea 1/4" 
I / 'Me ... .014 .017 .• , . - .... .... .010 

U. _ICa I / UC: .011 .015 .018 .'M .~ .- .011 ... _Ie-ItO" .01 0 ,Oil . 015 ••• . ~ ... ... .-... _ICU/ tNa . ... ,au .01S .ou ... ... .~ ... ... B .... I iflCa 1/ 4" 
1/ 4M11/ INa .on .OU .OU .021 ... . - .., ... 
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by the soil samples during storage. We should expect, however, a 
more gradual change in pH than in the case of the Putnam, and this 
would account for the progressive lowering of manganese content 
with rising base level. 

The subordinate role played by the specific lowering of the manga
nese content , by potassium or sodium treatments is especially sig
nificant in view of the data presented previously in Table 4. It was 
shown clearly on the Lindley soil that the complementary ion pr in
ciple operated in the release of manganese f rom the exchangeable form 
by acid. In consequence, the soils treated with sodium gave up much 
less exchangeable manganese than those treated with calcium, mag
nesium, or potassium. In the crops, on the other hand, the sodium 
treatments have produced little change in manganese content. 

The order of the four cropS' in respect of ' manganese content is 
different on the two soils, and it changes to Borne extent also with 
the base level (Table 21). Redtop, however, always gave higher 
manganese percentages than the other three crops. In all cases the 
Lindley soil gave higher manganese percentages that did the Putnam, 
which is in accord with the relative amounts of exchangeable man
ganese. 

Tabulation of the figures for early and late crops of bluegrass and 
redtop and Korean lespedeza shows that in all cases the differences 
are small (Table 20). The late r edtop appears to be rather consist
ently higher in manganese than the early crop. The bluegrass and 
iespedHa show slight changes in both directions with no distinct trend. 

Potassium . (a.) EfJec~ of calcium a.nd m.agnesium. The speeific 
effects of these ions' are included along with the effect of increasing 
the total exchangeable bases in Table 22. 

TAS!..t f2. POTASSIUM PtRCtNTAGtS IN FOUR CROPS IN RtLATION T O CALCIUM AND r.t.4.GNESIUM 
ADDITIONS TO TWO SOILS 

Putnam U3~_.C LI..:I101 I MO'41 
Bl\>O - ~- S.eet Ko ... n Bh .. - Rod· S ..... t Kor ... 

11 .. 100 .. 1 - ~ """ IUordu • ~ "'---- """ leWdlY 

'. ~". 1.11 1. i) I.n U5 2.n U! 2.i O I.Sl 

•• BasaII/nl" US !.I3 1.48 1.43 2.22 1.31 2.33 1.62 

•• 11>. ... 1 1/2Co. I.n I.li 1.11 I.U U2 2.46 UI I.6t ,- _I \I%).\a" '.M l.i5 1.31 .. " 2.Ii 2.52 .." 1.61 

". Ba ... l 1/2Co. 114101f I.U 1. i2 1.01 \.IS 2.25 2.38 2.29 I. U ,,- B .... 11/2Co. 1/2"':, 1.64 . '.M 0.~2 1.12 2.28 f .1I 2.15 1.50 

•• Ba .. 1 lao U8 1.81 1.21 1.25 2.31 f.51 2.31 1.$1 ,,- 8.sa\ lCo I / 41.l,(j '.0 U) 0.8~ I .n 2.tI 2.n 1.98 l.!2 

The variations in potassium are relatively small except that in 
the case of the sweet clover the calcium plus magnesium treatment~ 
cause a 'distinct fall. A' tendency for the potassium content to fall 
slightly as the total bases rise is discernable in the others but no 
specific 'effects of calcium or magnesium are consistently shown by 
all four crops. 
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(b) Effect of sodium. We can get some idea of the specific effect 
of sodium by comparing the potassium percentages for the sodium 
treatment with those of the corresponding magnesium treatments. In 
Table 28 the percentage increase or decrease from the magnesium 
treatment has been tabulated for all the crops. In most cases there 
is a distinct increase in potassium due to the sodium treatment. On 
the Lindley soil the increases are less marked than on the Putnam 
except for the lespedeza. In many iIlBtances the increases are suf
ficiently great to bring the potassium percentages above those of the 
plants grown with the basal treatment only. 

TABLE:" . PERCF.:IfTAGE CHANGE DI POTASSIlI)'! CONTENT COMPARED WITH STANtlARD. 

Ko.e .... !tor ... n 
Stal'>Cla.d ~M' Slue· Red- S'IIIH t loope- Dl",· Rt<!- s ...... lupt-

'.-turonl loU!mtnl --""- t:Ioytr ..... IruS .IS!Il....-clp ... dey 

BUall / 4MI Bual I / 4Na " " " " " • , U 
Basal 1/ 20.1/4"" BasaII/2CaI /411a " -" '" " • -, -, " BuallC. l I n1&" sasal lCa l/4l1a " - , " " -. -, • .. 
BUaI 1/ 2M; _ I I / ZNa " " " " u -, -, • _11/ 20. 1/ 2"" BasaI I / 2ea. I / ZNa -" '-' -" -" -' -' -' -" 

M .. n .. • .. " • , , 
" 

This effect is the converse of what one would predict for the release 
of ions from the soil using the complementary ion principle. Since 
potassium is more strongly held than sodium, addition of the latter 
would cause a smaller release of potassium in a subsequent partial 
exchange. Neither do these results suggest that sodium ean have 
partially replaced potassium in the plant, as has sometimes been 
claimed. Of course, experiments of this kind are vastly different 
from those carried out in culture solutions. We are here dealing with 
comparisons between t reatments both of which involve very low potas
sium, ion activities in the soil. 

It might perhaps be suggested that the sodium bicarbonate (ana
lytical reagent quality) used as the soil treatment contained a small · 
amount of potassium. This, however, should have shown itself in t he 
figures for exchangeable potassium ; Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, however, 
do not bear this out. 

The variation in the effect with crop and soil is also hard to explain. 
Redtop shows a small increase and lespedsza a large increase on both 
soils. The bluegrass and sweet clover show a large increase on the 
Putnam soil but a very small one on the Lindley. 

(c) Direct effect of pota.sBium additiom. The · well established 
increase in potassium content of the plant with increasing amounts 
added to the soil is shown by the present series of experiments. Luxury 
levels of potassium uptake are suggested in some cases where the · 
percentages rise to 4-5 % K. The ease of Korean lespedeza stands 
quite apart from the rest as may be seen from Tables 24 and 26. The 
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TABU: I t . . rnc.-n or POTASSfUM AND C4l.ClW UPOII THe POTASIIIIJll CO!<T£IIT or THI aOPt 

,,~ .- !w .. tel_< ~-. 
tr'"mV' ""'n,m IJ""" fu1Mm , 'nd'., p,dp'm I t Jllf'" .I!:!oI.IaIL ! ' '''ttl 

•• - 1.11 l.t 5 ••• M5 l .t O :.40 1.45 UT 

•• "" .. II)U: S.1l ' .n 4.14 t .4& U~ .. " I. IS ' .0 

•• _11/2K J.21 ... 5 4.&T '.0 U. t .U J. OI ' .H 

•• 8Uall/tco 1.&1 I.n 1.19 2.4& I.U U I U2 '.0 

>0. J.aaalI/IOol l tlC '. I n '.111 ••• U1 .. ~ ' .0 2.12 I,f. 

U. Buo.ll /lcal~1: '.50 '.0 t .41 U> U $ 4.2S I.M· .." 
•• _LICo. I." '" 1.'1 U I '.H U> US !.II 

U . ~ lOaI /t' .. " .. " ' .0 • . U .. " •. " .." 
T AJlL£ 2:1. POTASSIUM P£RC!NT",Cts lOR l.uu.y.,l..'ID LATE CROpt 

Trn!m'p! 

~-:~~",-----------c·~·;·';-----~··,·r·----c·'·";c----~·"··~·-----;·~·"~----~'.~'~'----

2.71 U7 3.81 UO Me 

variation in potassium content is much smaller than that of the other 
crops. 

In the absence of potassium treatments the Lindley soil gives up 
more potassium to the crops than tbe Putnam ; yet its e.J:cbangeable 
potassium Is somewhat lower. It is clear that the plants obtain potas
sium which is not brought into solution by ammonium acetate, a con
clusion which al r eady seemed probsble from the soil and crop data 
prel!ented earlier in Table 5. 

(d) Compari.ftm of early and latll CT l)pl (Table 25). Bluegrass and 
redtop consistently give lower potassium figures for the late cuttings 
tban for the early cutt ings. Lespedeza changes much less in composi
tion and in a few cases apparently gave higher potassium figures for 
the late cuttings. 
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Sodium. As was pointed out earlier the modium determinations 
were made spedrographicall,Y using the ultraviolet line u the measure 
of quantity. The presence of sodium as an adventitious impurity 

TABLE 2&. I.) POTASSlllloI P&RcnrT,,-OES IN TOTAL Cll.OP8 

Sh .. ".... Redtop 
nut",.", pgwm J !""'u PIotn.", LiM! ... 

n . No trut_1II 1.'0 
I. Basal Ul :t,45 

4. Basall/tlt Ul ~.if 
e. B .... ,I / ''''I: I. n 1.12 
t. Buall! 4N. 2.05 I .n 

l. IIUIli i / iCa I." 1.$2 
I. _I I12K '.If "" 
f. Baal l / IMI 1.104 U ' 
.. 6 .... 1 I/n:' 2.01 2.« 

10. _l i / l CaI/tK $.10 $.n 
13. lI&ul 1/2Ca 114MJ 1.88 U$ 
Ie. s uai I f lCt. 1/ 41(' l.iT 1.27 

J. Bapl l Ca 1." 1.31 
II. Basal 1/2C1 If2K s.~ '.115 
U. Basal l / ICII/ Utc I.M 1.211 
H. Basall / 2c. l / ZKa I." J.45 
It. Bu.1 l/2c. l / fK 

I/f lo\a UI Ug 

II.. IIaa&I l c. 1/ 411: 3.07 J.n 
U . BUallc. 1/0ll: I.U 2.U 
II. BU&l l Co. 1/ 411"a 2.01 2.2"1 
to. _ l / fOIl / 4lt 

1/4~ 1/4f\la I.Ot ,",0 

.. 0 

' ,It 
1.13 
2.12 

I.U 
4.n 
'.0 
I.U 

' .0 
U2 
i.$4 

U I 
•. f' '.M .. U 

4 .35 

U l ,." 
1.$1 

4.14 

'-14 
2.'5 

4. 11 
U& 
2.13 

". t .ll 

'" US 

f .14 

4.2! 
2.37 

'" 
,.U 

b· ... cloYer 
py,,'m I J ndl" 

1.40 

I. IS 
4.1 $ 
1.S! 
,.~ 

•. U 
1.45 ... 
1.1' 

pl ... 
'.H 
'.M 

2.40 

•. m 
U3 
US 

~.31 
4 . 12 
•. n 
~.Jl 

4.43 
2. 28 
,.U 

'" 4.25 
2.1 5 
2.15 

••• ... , .• 
' .M 

Itot .. ~ I .. ped ... 
!>utMm 1,lpcIl" 

U$ 
l.4$ 
1.13 

I.n 
1.01 .. " l.n 
,.U 
I.l! 
U l , . 
'.M 
1.12 ,d 

2.U 

1 .~' 
1.41 

,~ 

I." 
' .0 
I.U 
UJ 

'.M ,n 
Ul 
.. n 

'.N 
1.411 
1.11 

I.U 
•. m 
1:11 

I.n 
1.51 
W 

.. " 
TABLE 211 . 4b I POTA.SSI!)M CONTENT IN GRAMS or TOTAL CROP! 

I'Intm'N 

21 . 11"0 U •• tm.M 
I . DlP! 

Basal 100 
Baoal. 1/10.1/211: 
Bo. ... 1 1/ICo. 1/2M.!! 
Das&.l1/2Co 1f2N& 
Blu.ll/2001 / 4K 

1/4"" 

". Bu.J:lCo. 1/ 41C 

". _ l Ot. 1/ 4Mj: 

". Basal. l eo. 1/ 411" .. 

". Ba. al 1/200 I / f" 
1/4M&" 1/411. 

"- JI"-':" a...t tJOftr Ito ...... t.opRdol& 
PHID'" J ' pdln PP'Mm I .fedl" "Imem OOOl n £V' nem IIedl'l 

••• 

1.1t 
3.20 
I .U 
1.24 

'" '.M 
1:55 
I.U 

,." 

0.11 0." 

'·"--;:'·";--7'·0 

.... Ut I.U 
1.40 4. n ' .0 
1.10 1.51 .. " UO I.U J .U 

'" 5.41 UI 

un $. 25 ' .M 
I.U I .U 2.11 
I.el 1.51 2.01 

2.70 4.11 1.43 

0.50 

.. ~ ,." ." 1.50 

1.33 

S.I. 

•• ••• 
' .M 

'.M 
o.n __ i".M_"W 

' .M ... 1.14 
' .fl 1.21 ,." 
O.~ . 6.10 1.02 
0. 92 . .... US 

'.M UI 1.71 

2. 11 . ... ,. . ... '.M 
'.M ... \.I I 

2.21 ... 1.77 
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from rlasal\-"3.re and reaa-ents made it unprofitable to attempt to de
termine very small quantities using the sensitive yellow D line. The 
operation of the microphotometer set a threshold at about 0.04-06 %, 
but values slightly above these could be determined with some accuracy 
once the maximum was distinguished f rom the background on the plate. 

«(I.) ElJecu of calcium. and magnerium.. Table 27 gives the per_ 
centages for all the crops except Korean lespedeza, whOle sodium 
content remained entirely below the threshold value. 

TABLE 21. sooruil P£RCENTAGES IN THlI.8E CROPS IN R&L.ATION TO CALCIUM AND ~ONUIUM 

•• 

•• 
•• 
•• 

u. 

". ,. 
u. 

ADDlTIo.>,'S TO TWO SOIL!. 

ht,..m 193t-40 Lllldity 19fQ-41 
Tt'I!ni,a! Blwnw. ..... swal ')(»'1[ Blyur nl IWIIlzri1. SWII! slgur 

h R' .~ .>0 . ~ ... .M ." 
8 ... all/4Mc ... .>0 . M ... . M ... 
_1 1/:tCa .~ .>0 . " ... ... .M 

8 .. &11/114 .~ .M . M ... ... . .. 
B ..... i l f1:Ca 1/ 0 1, ... ... ... ... . .. 
Ianl 1/200 1/2!.1c .~ . M ... ... .>0 

B ... l100 .~ ." . " ... ." ." 
0. ... 1 100 1/4!tolf; .~ . " ... .~ ." 

It Is seen that magnesium and calcium have little effect upon the 
sodium figures, although, of course, the relative accuracy Is not 
lufftcient to preclude small variations. 

(b) Effect 0/ pota.tlium.. The accuracy of the sodium figures la 
not adequate for a tabulation of percentage Increase or decrease in 
sodium due to potaulum treatment as compared with marneslum 
treatment. An examination of the resultll shows that the the % K 
level a consistent fall in sodium percenure occurs, whereas at the 
% K level the r esult ill uncertain. In general we are probably justi
fied in concJudinr that potassium depreuell the sodium content of 
the plants slightly under the conditions of these experiments for blue
grass, redtop and sweet clover. 

(c) Direct effect 0/ o!Gdium additilnu. The addition of sodium to 
the soil caused well marked increases in the sodium cGntent of all the 
crops except Korean lespedeza, whicb, even with the highest applica
tions, remained below the threshold value. This species must there
fore be regarded as belonging to the claas of ''low sodium" plants, 
several of which have been recorded in the literature. The results 
for the other crops are to be found in Table 28. 

Of the four crops redtop containa the most sodium and it shows 
the greatest variability in sodium content. On the Lindley soil the 
differences due to 80dium treatment ar e con,iderably less than on 
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TABLE 21. I . ) SODIUM PtllCENTAGJI;S OK TOTAL CROPS 

T rll,m.nt 
Ill •• ' ...... ",,"'em ! lad)., ~'" , ... ', ••••• , '! ,"!pd"'lft~. 

II. lIo' .. "",eOl .011 .Of 

Fl" nIM L ind'" 

I. BaPl .Of ,015 .01 .0'1 ,01. .0'1 

t . llaW 1/ 41: ,OS.OII.05.Of.Of .10 
t. _ I 1/tlolc .OS.OS ,10 .0'1 .111 .01 
.. 8u&ll / tl<> .U.I1." .10 .n .IT 

l. IIUal 1/ 200 ,OI.OS . 10 .01 .OS ,0'/ .__. . - ... 
T. _I 1/2.... ,1M ,011 .01 .011 .01 ,1)1 
.. BaWI/2I1a .~ .1' :n ,sa .57 ,n 

10. BanI 1/200 1/4K .OS .011 .11 .011 <.01 .0'1 
U. ' ow 1/200 l/t M( ,OlI .011 .oe ,011 <,01 ,011 
II. au.ll / lea l / t lll .a .ot .51 . 11 .n . 11 

!._'. - .,. ... 
n . Saw 1/tCl ) /211: .02 .01 .011 ,011 <.04 .Of 
It: _I 1/ 2Ct. l / nil .011 .011 .01 .08 <. Of .10 
n. 8ual. Lj2(:a i / :!m .U ,II 1:05 .n .n .11 

It. 1IUal1/~C"I."'""C':""--c'''iC----C''''"-----i''';c----C'i.;----''c • .-----C',.;-___ a_,a'., .. ... .•• ,._-,_.. . . ~ . --,.- .. . .". .,. 
N. llual 1/201."l / tJl: 

lIn" l / t NI .n.OII.n .07 <.111 ,01 

TABI.C U. IbJ IODIIIloI eot."EIIT UI GRAMS 0' TOT"!.. CROPS 

~~ 
pp' ... m ! ' pI'n !""gam 

21, No , .. oc_.. .02 
I . _: ____ ~ •• __ =-___; ... ---' .• ---' ... :_-' .• 

, , , 
5. aa.,ol 
I. 80. •• 1 
•. _I 

10. Baa.! I /~OI 1/ 41C 
II. au.! 1/ 101 1/ 4 UC 
I t. Ba •• \ 1/ 10I1/4N. 

I . au.! 101 
II. BaHI 1/ 101 1/ 211: 
U . ilI.oall / 2C> 112M. 
11. ilI. •• 1 1/201 l/nI' 
U. !.a.1l1/2C> 1/41( 1/4Mj: 

II. Ba • • 1 Ie. l / iK 
II. 1. ... 1 I CIl 1/ 414 
II. at.orJ 100l/~. 
ID. at.orJ 1/ 101 1/ 411: 

1/ 4Mc 1/ 4lt1. 

•• ... ... ... 
. .. 
•• ... •• ... ... 
•• •• . .. ... 

... 

. ., 

... 

... •• . ~ 

. .. •• . ., ... •• •• •• ... ... 

... •• ... 
•• •• •• ... . .. 
•• •• . .. 
.., 

... 

. .. 
. .. 
. .. 

• • 
• • 
• • 
•• •• 
• • . .. ... 
• • 
• • 
• • 
•• 

the Putnam; it mUlt be remembered, however, that the actual addi
tion. were alao much leu. 

(d) Compa.rilcm 0/ fCrili (1.1'14 /at, cropf (Table 29) . 
bluep-1.Il8 are con8iatent in showing that in absence of 

I 

The data for 
sodium addi-

I 
I 
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TABLE 29. SODIUM PERCENTAGES FOR EARLY AND LATE CROPS 

Pdtn:lm Soil 1939-40 
Bluegrass Re<itop 

Trntmenl Elfly l.alL E.lm l.alL 

." ." .U ." 

--_ .,,'----' 

Basd 1 (2Cll112K 

". BasIl 1/ 2Ca I f 2"" 
". Ba.sa.\ Inca 1/ 2Na 
u. Bas11 1/ 2Ca 1/ 4K I/U!c 

". SasallCa I f4K .00 ." .~ .00 

". Sa.sa.llCa I /O!c ." ." ." .'" U. lIulilCa 1/ 4Na .U .H ." ." ". .... , 1/ 201. 1/4K 
1/ 4Mr 1/ 4Na .U .U ." ." 

48 

tiona to the soil the late crop contains less sodium than the early 
cuttings. With sodium additions the converse is true. Redtop shows 
in absence of sodium additions cases in which the late crop contains 
less sodium than the early. and conversely. With sodiutn additions 
the late crop is higher in sodium than the early crop. 

Discussion of potassium and sodium.-A comparison of the effects 
of sodium and potassium upon the crops reveals some similarities and 
some marked differences. The sodium and potassium contents of the 
crops ar~ g-reatly different, yet on adding calcium and magnesium to 
the soil the percentages of both elements are only slightly depressed. 
There seems to be no strong specific action of calcium or magnesium 
upon either. The four crops studied displayed considerable quantita
tive differences in the ease of uptake of the monovalent ions. Even 
with the maximum sodium additions no crop took up as much sodium 
as it did potassium. Redtop took up sodium moat readily, then blue
grass and sweet clover gave somewhat lower percentages and Korean 
lespedeza behaves entirely as a low sodium plant and never took up 
as much as 0.1 %. With· respect to potassiUm content we again find 
this same order Redtop > sweet clover > bluegrass > Korean les
pedeza. Lespedeza. the low sodium plant, does not enter inro "luxury" 
consumption of potassium like the other three crops and the variation 
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in potassium content is over a smaller range than the othen display. 
It will be recalled that lespedeza gave increases rather than decreases 
in Sr, ell, and Mg as a result of potassium and sodium additions to 
the soil. In the other crops sodium gave smaller depressions than 
potallSium. These facts strongly suggest that the proportion of i0nt 
enter ing the plant is a function of those already present. From the 
complementary ion princJpJe alone we should have expected sodium 
to be more effective in "depressing the divalent ions than potassium. 
The fact that it' is less effective may be connected with the low 
sodium content of the plants. The results with lespedeza; whose 
sodium content is very small and whose potassium content is more 
nearly constant than that of the other crops, are in agreement with 
this standpoint. 

The very striking difference between sodium and potassium in the 
experiments is thst whereas potassium additiolUl slightly depressed 
the sodium, sodium additions distinctly raised the potassium. This 
last effect seems surprising since several authors have stated that 
sodium can replace potassium to a limited extent. However, if we 
look upon it as a mechanism operating inside the plant it seems equally 
plausible to assume that the uptake of an increased amount of sodium 
increases the permeability towards potassium. The most extensive 
early investigations on the poassium-sodium relationships were those 
of Hellriegel (11) who found in sand cultures that several crops showed 
the. same behavior as was found here, namely that addition of. 
sodium raised the potassium content. Later workers (10, 16, 22) 
have found the opposite behavior but it is extremely difficult to com
pare the different results obtained lIince the conditions of the experi
ments and the ionic activities of the nutrient solutions used vary so 
widely . 
. Total cations.-Van Itallie (17) found that when the cationic con

stituents are calculated in milliequivalents per 100 gm. dry matter 
and then added together, the totals show only sligbt variation with 
treatment. In order to examine this point Table SO has been compiled. 
The variations are seen- to be similar to those reported by Van ltallie 
for his first cutting of Italian rye grass (which fell in the range 
182-215 milliequivalents per 100 iID. dry matter) although in several 
cases the present ser ies give distinctly greater variations. No clear 
cut relationship between tbis total and the treatments applied has 
been found. However, where high percentages of potassium or mag: 
nesium occur in the crops the total cationic content rises also. Thus 
Van Iullie's statement that the cations replace one another in equiv
alent amounts is . only a very crude approximation. A very slight 
increase in the total as the base level rises shows itself in several 
instances. On comparing the fou r crops the sweet clover is found to 
rive appreciably hirher totals than the othen. 
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·U.BLB 32. NITROOEN PERC ENTAGES OF EARLY AND UT£ CROPS. 

~~. LiNSloy 
Bluern. ... Redtop Kcrun I .. pede .. 

X,tUm,D! ""' ""'- "'" ""'- - --". No tru,,,,ul '.00 2.81 
•• -" 4.46 3." 4. 68 4.01 '.0 ' .00 
•• Basal I/tK 4.14 3.51 4. 87 4.01 ••• 2.5' 
•• SUo! 114M, '.0 3.81 •. « 4.23 U~ 2.5~ 

•• Baul lftH. 4. 38 3.79 5.01 4.53 3.82 2.53 

•• aLul IJZCo. f.23 3.74 4.111 U2 l.32 2.41 

•• sual IJ2K U9 MO 4. 78 3.99 l .tl 2.70 

•• BaUI 112M( 4.18 3.10 4.81 ..,2 U3 2.47 

•• Basal IIIii'. 4035 UO ' .00 4.72 3.45 2.57 

exceptions are found. These occur chiefty at the higher base Jevels 
where sodium and calcium were added. 

In general it would seem that the total cations vary in the sa.me 
way as the total nitrogen, although when the figures are examined 
in detail it is seen that this generalization is subject to a number of 
exceptions. Nevertheless, there may be here II refleetion of a similar 
generalization favored by Steward and Hoagland and their co-workers, 
namely that cationic uptake follows the general level of metabolic 
activity. 

VII. THE CATIONS AS THEY AFFECf OTHER CONSTITUENTS 
IN THE PLANT 

Nitrogen 
As was pointed out earlier, the basal dressing used supplied phos

phorus and nitrogen in the case of the grasses, but only phosphorus 
in that of the inoculated legumes. Nitrogen in solution was given 
to the grasses during the growing season. It is not surprising there
fore that their nitrogen content shOuld show little variation with treat
ment. The varistions in the ease of the two legumes are a little 
greater but there is still no apparent relation to the treatment. Some 
consistent differences in the behavior towards the two soils are seen 
in Table 33. The bluegrass grown on the Lindley aoi! in 1940-41 is 
richer in nitrogen than that grown on the Putnam in 1939-40, but 
the converse is true of the redtop, sweet clover and Korean lespedeza. 
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TAB!.E n. '" H'JTROGEN PERCI:NTAC£S!lf TOTA!. OOPS. 

Bhoe,r ... ,- Sweet elOH. Korln lI",*,"u 
n " t .... ", PWR'm !d""I" Pytp.,. I.IMlt! Potna", I IOOley Pytym !,I""In 

n. NO ""I""ont '.N "n 3.11 ,. hu' •. 01 4.53 4,3 6 ••• U 2 U4 , .• 2,5 6 

•• 81. .. 1 I / IK ••• • . U 4.'7 • •• 4.U 4,'. U I >.n 

•• .... 1 1/ 4l4c ' .M 4.4 2 4 ,'5 4.1 1 <.D ' .M U 2 2.15 

• Ball.1 I / . N • ' .M . ,U 4.7. ••• ••• '.N 3.51 '.N 
•• Boall/2Ca ••• . ,'2 4 ,511 • •• 4,,0 4,47 3.)4 UI 

•• _lfJK '.N 4.111 4 ,'6 ••• ' .N ••• , .• 2,11 

•• aanl 1/ 1l4c '.M UI 4,51 4.1 5 ' .• 4.70 '.$7 . ... 
•• IIual I / :lNa , .• U8 .... ' .N ••• 4 ,70 ••• UI ... _ll/ ICa I / 4!!: 3.15 ••• 4." , .• ••• t .51 1.51 Ul! 

U. _ I / ICa I / O Ie "It 4.40 ' 4 .75 4.n ••• t.I ' ',II 1.12 

". B"'I 1/ 2C1olf4N' ••• t .51 4 ,111 • •• 1.$1 4.10 1.11 • •• ,. 1 ... 1 I CIo ••• M4 4. 7. U I 4.111 4.61 UO 2.77 
n. 1 . .. 1 1/ 2C'a 1/2!!: 3.111 1,27 1 .51 , .• U I 1.40 3.15 2.1111 ... 1\I. .. II/ICa I / 2Mc ••• t .11 4 ,71 4,2$ 5.15 '.M U. 2.IS 
n. l asall/2Ca 1/ 2:>. ••• I." ' .N 4,31 ' .N I .n ••• 2.12 
U. _ 1/ 2Ca 1111t 

1/114 , ... UI 4.5\ U \ 1 .71 1.51 U 3 '.M 
n. Ba*", ICa 1/ 4!!: , .• 4031 1 .'1 3.111 5.01 1.10 , .• 
U. _ ICIo I / IMe 4.01 1.14 ' .N ••• "U 1. 52 , .• . ... ... _ ICIo IIINa .... 1.'11 ••• . ... t .IS .... 4.11 • •• M. I .ul 1/2C1o I / I !!: 

1/ 4Me 1/ 4N' ' .N 4.11 1 .75 4.3 0 I.e. 1. 21 1.111 '.M 

TABL! U , '" NlmOCEN CONTIi NT IN ORAMS OF TOTA!. CRon. 

n IOIW'" 
n . NO ..... _ .... , ... • •• ,. .... 1 .31 1.10 4 .611 ', 41 US '.N I .n I.lII 

•• _1/ 4K 3.111 1,11 1. 14 ••• 1.11 ••• ••• LN 
•• _I 114101c 3.10 1.51 1.1t 1.41 2.33 , .• UI 1.15 

•• B ... I 1/ 4N' '.75 UI I .n 2.11 3,50 US U. 1.50 

•• saul I/ ICIo 3.3 0 '.Ol! 1.32 M I 1.27 1.16 UI UI 

•• sa ... 1 1/211: 3.U I.4T 1. 10 S.14 I .n ••• 1.13 • •• •• a.ul 1/1}lJ , ... 3.11 1.35 3.511 3,U L. UT , .• 
•• Ba ... 1 I / IN. 2.11 3.21 1 ,57 ,.~ 1.11 1.74 1.12 , .• ... 8ual1 / 2C1o I/ Ill: 1.21 S,U ••• 3.11 • •• 2.30 I." ••• U . sa .. 1 l / ICa 1/ 1Me; '.N 3.11 4 .I S ',81 "t1 , .• Ut 1.10 

". BUll I / ICIoI / 4N. 2.11 1,51 4.tt ••• 4,81 UO 2071 LA 

•• .... ,~ 1.11 1.51 ••• '.M .... J.1l I,U , .• 
n. Baul I fJCIo I/ lK 3.55 I." 4 .80 ',12 I .U ' " 1.51 '.M 
H . 8ual 1/ 1Cal/ 2}lJ 4.07 "U 4. 511 S.71 1.11 ,.~ 1.7' , .• 
n . B.ul l fJCa 1/2N. U. U. 4. 22 1.lIt ue ' .00 1.111 1.11 

". .,. ... 1 1/1Ct. l / lK 
1/4Mc ,.~ ••• '. IT 4, Il '.M 2.G~ 1.47 1.1$ 

n . SUaI 1Ct. I/U: • •• 3.51 5,40 1.U e.1I 2.41 ' .n n . a ... 1 I Ca 1/ 4Me • •• Ut 4 ,11 3. TI! ••• 2,31 U3 1.15 ... _ I CIo l / tN. I,n ' ,11 ••• ••• • •• U S 1.52 2,01 ... Bo.ul I fJCa I/ tll: 
I / IMc 1/ 411. ' .n UI 5.11 1.07 ',11 '" 1,1' , .• 

In eomparing the early and late er<lp!! of bluegrass (I939-40). redtop 
(1989·40), ,,' Korean lespedeza (1940-4.1), the early cuttings give 
consistently higher nitrogen contents than the late (Table 82). Th. 
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TABi-1: 34. PHOSPHORUS PERCENTAGES OF EARLY AND LATE CRO~. 

81 .......... .~~ Koren luP<1lou 
Tr.J!mt!)l """- ""'-- """- -- ""'- ""-

n. No trut .. ent ." .n 
'- ~~, .n ." ." .n .'" 
•• SaP! 1/41{ .n ." ." .n .n 
•• Saw 114M, ." ." ." .n .n 
•• DLW 1/ 4)o1a ." " ." ." ." 
•• Da ... 1 t /2Ca .'" ." ." .n ." 
•• Dual 1/2K ." ." ." ." .n 
•• Ba ... l 1/2101, .n .n ." .n .n 
•• Du.al 1/ 29" .n ." ." .n .n 

'". a..w 1/ 2Ca ljtK _ .'" .n ." .n .n 
". B ... I 1/2Ca 114M, .n .n ." .n .n 
". Baw 1/2C. l j tlofa .'" ." ." .n ." ,. Baul lCa ." ." ." ." .n 
n. sa .. l 1/2Ca 112 K .'" .n ." ." ." ". Bau.llnC:l1/2MJ .n ." .n .n .n 
U. Bawl/2Ca 1/1."1. ." ." .n .n .n 
". au>.l 1/2Ca 1/4K 1/ 01( .'" ." ." ." ." 
". BaSal lea l / tK .n .n .'" .n .n 
". s...a.l l Ca 1/4Ma .n .n ." .n .'" ". Balo.l lCa 1/4N. '" .M ." ." ." ". B ... l t /2Ca 1/ 41(: 

1/ 4101, l I tH" ." ." ." .n ." 

proportionate difference is most marked in the case of the lespedeza. 
This is not unexpected since as the season advanced the lespedeza was 
able to proceed, at least partially, to the fl.owering stage in spite of 
regular cutting. To a lesser extent, this was true of the grasses. 
The late cuttings, and in particular the last c.utting of all, thus included 
some material whic.h had reached a greater maturity than that typical 
of the early cuttings. 

Phosphorus 
What was said of nitrogen is true in very large measure of phos

phorus. Apart from the controls (No. 21 ) with no additions what
soever, the various treatments show little influence upon the phos
phorus content. As regards the two soils the Lindley gives lower 
phosphorus figures than the Putnam. The difference is well marked 
in the case of the sweet clover, but it is much smaller and some 
exceptions are found with the bluegrass and lespedeza. 

On comparing the early and late crops we find that the early blue
grass was considerably higher in phosphorus content than the late. 
A smaller difference in the opposite sense was shown by the lespedeza. 
Thus in the case of the early and late lespedeu the behavior of 
phosphorus is opposite from that of nitrogen. 
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TABLE 35. (a' PHOSPHORUS PEll.CtNTAGtS ON TOTAL CROPS, 

Bluesrul ~~ S ..... t el".. .. Korun losped . .. 
Trulmen! pytnam l.lD,Uev p~tp'm (,j!!t'ltv Put .. ", 14Ml.y i>l'nU

" 
1.lnd)'! 

u. No trut",.nt .n ." ... ." .. MU' ." ." ." .n ." ." .>0 

•• Basal 1/4K .n ." ." ." ." .n ." •• B ... l 1/4"" .n ." ." .n ." ." ." •• B.ul I/lNa ." ." ." ." ." ." .n ,. Bual 1/2C"a ." ." ." .n ." ." ." •• BUll 1/ 2H ." ." .n .n " ." ." ,. Bual 1/2"" ." ." ." ." ." ." ." •• Basal 1/ 2Na .n .n ." .n ." ." .n 

". Saw 1/2C"a 1/4H ." .~ I . .U ." ." ." ." ". Baul 1/2C"a 1/4"" ." ." ." .n .n ." .~ 

". Basal 1/2C"a I/'N. ." ." ." ." ." .n 
•• Basal ICa ." ." .U ." " ." ." n. Bull 17'2C"a 1/2H ." " .n ." ." .n ." ". Bual 1/2C"a I/%Mi" ." .n ." .n ." .n ." n. Ba$ll. 1/2C:o I/INa .n " .n .n ." ." ." ". Bull 1f2Ct. 1/IMr 

1/4"" ." ." ... .n ." .n .n 
". Basal I Clo. I/IH ." ." ." ." ." ." ". Bo.u.l 1C"a 1/.IMs ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ". Ba01l IClo. 1/ INa ." ." .n ." .n .n ." ". Balol 1/2Cl l / t K 

1/11.11 l/INa ." .n ." ." ." .n ." 
TABLE 35 tb) PHOSPHORUS CONTENT t)f GllAIdS OF TOTAL CflOPS. 

BI\ItjJ"u. RcodtOp S"'"I.J".. •• Itor"" lu~_u 
Tullm.n! 'Mnlm L"dt" PUt""'" Lln!l'ty ppm·m I .I!!!!I" POI"..m Lln!l'n 

". No t .... m.'" .025 ." ." ,. ...., ." ." .n ." ." .n .U 

•• Bual I/tK ." ." ." ." ." ." .n 
•• B ... l 1/41di ." ." .n .n ." ." " •• Bual 1/ INa ." .n ." ." .n ." ." ,. Ba$ll. 1/2Cl ." ." ." .n .n .n .U 
•• BU1l 1/2K ." .n ." " ." . n ... ,. B . .. I 1/214 ." n .n ." .n . " . .. 
•• Bull 1/ 2Na ." .n .U ." .n .n ." ". _I 1/2C"a I/I K .n ." ." ." .U . " . .. ". Bosal 1/2Oa 1/IMe . " ... .n ." ." .n ." ". Bull 1/2Ct.1/INa ." .n ... ." ." ." ,. au_I lOa ... ." ." ." ." .n .00 n. Bull 1/2Ct.1/2K .n ." .00 ." ." ." ." II .. au_)1/20alj2Mi" ." .00 .n ." ." ." ." n. _ l/2Ct.l/%Na .U .n ." ." .n .00 .n ". _ 1/2C:olj1K 

1/IMg ." ." ." ." ." ." ." ". Dual lOa 1/ 4lt ." ." . " ... ." ." ". BaaallCo.I/I"" ." ." ." ." ." ." .n u. Ba .. ) lOa I/Ill>. . 00 ." ." ." ." ." ." ". Dual 1/200 I/IK 
1/2M&: 1/INa ." ." ." ." . " ... ." 
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Silica 
The analytical results for silica are incomplete but certain general 

conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in Table 36. 
It is clear that the two grasses 'can take up much larger amounts of 
silica than the legumes. The sweet clover shows 'very small silica 
percentages. 

TABLE 3&. SILICA PERCENTAGES ON TOTAL CROPS. 

5 ..... 1 
Bluern .... Redlop cio ... r Korean lespede ... 

Tr ... mfN LlrJdloy PWl..m " Lindley Pulll.1.m putnlm Lln4!ex • 

... No treatment 4.20 1.53 ." L "-, .. ~ UQ 3.0 ... ... . .. 
•• 8 ..... 11/41( 2.38 1.1& 3.l8 ." ." ." 
•• B .... l I/"Me 1.72 .~ 3.31 ." . n ... 
•• Ba ... l IjUI1 2.14 ." 2.80 .n ... ... 
•• Suo.! 1J2c.. 2.02 1.2& 3.05 .U ." ." ,. Bu.! 1/2" 1.51 ." 2.U .M ." .M ,. Basal 1/2Mt; 1.18 .n 2.92 ." ." ." •• B .... ll/2N~ 1.73 ." 2.68 .n .n 1,.211 , 

'\.0.1. ODlr. 

As regards treatments, there is considerable irregularity in the 
results and because of difficulties in securing uniform conditions in 
the separation of plant silica from sand it is not cert~in where true 
significance lies. On the Lindley soil it is clear that the plants grown 
with n.o trestment whatsoever (No. 21) were very considerably higher 
in silica than those which had the basal dressing. Treatments with 
the various bases seem to cause on the average a lowering of silica 
content as the total base content rises. 

The Lindley soil gives higher silica figures than the Putnam. This 
may be due in part to the greater acidity, since the bases added were 
wlderestimsted as compared with the case of the Putnam soiL 
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VIII. THE CATIONS AS TREY AFFECT TOTAL YIELDS OF 
DRY MATTER . 

In tabulating the results for the two years and the fou r crops con
cerned (Tables 37 and 88) the treatments have been rearranged so as 
to show more readily the influence of calcium in presence and in 
absence of potassium, magnesium, and sodium. For each set of five pots 
comprising a given treatment with a single crop, the standard deviation 

has been calculated by the formula S. D. = if n "J.d'1 and these 

values are tabulated alongside the yields per pot. These standard 
deviations show great variation, ~s would be expected and in order 
to determine whether a given difference in yield. between two treat
ments is significant or not all the treatments for a given crop have been 
taken into consideration as follows: Five replications give four de
grees of freedom within each set. If m is the number of sets (20 in 

b "J.d' 1939-40 and 21 in 1940-40, the total variance is given y rr =.,=-,,~ 
(n 1) m 

The fiducial limits for 999'c and for 95% probability have then been 
calculated using the respective formulae. • 

(For 99'"k probability) fiducia l limit = 3.355 

(For 95% probability) ftduciallimit = 2.306 

.12.' 
V10 
I2T 
V" 

the constants 3.355 and 2.306 hav1ng been taken from R. A. Fisher's 
tables (8). This means for example, that if two t reatments differ by 
more t han the fiducial limit for 95% probability the chances are 19 
to 1 that this difference is significant. Unfor tunately the detailed 
greenhouse records for the 1939-40 bluegrass and redtop have been 
lost so that it is not possible to calculate the standard deviation9 or 
the fiducial limits. The results are discussed separately f or each crop 
below. 

Bluegrass 
The 1939-40 series on the Putnam soil is notable for the fact that 

the basal treatment gave the highest yield by a significant margin. 
Calcium, potassium,. magnesium, and sodium t reatments all produced 
a depression, which for potassium, magnesium and sodium became 
greater as larger amounts were given. Sodium produces a very 
striking depression. Calcium sometimes slightly accentuates but more 
generally reduces these depressions of yield. Pota9sium and mag
nesium both reduce the depression caused by calcium alone but sodium 
further accentuates the calcium depression. 

In the 1940-41 series using the Lindley soil the calcium, potassium, 
magnesium, and. sodium treatments ail gave significant increases 
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TABU n. AYEAAOE YLELDS OF TOPS IN GRAMS PER POT AND iJ'r.u;t)AIU) DEVlA'I1OliS FOR 
CIIOPS GROWN ON Ptm4AN SOILU., .... OI. 'I'1lCATM.:NTS IN QUIllTUPUCATI:. 

8 1_r1ft ,~~ _ . clone J[o:r .... Ieopedn. 
Tr"'mtP! X l . ld $. D. YL,ld ! Q Ylfld S D TICl4 ! Q 

,. ,-, U.:tI 2UO 7.13 .ISI IUt ,lt$ 

•• 8 ... 1 1/2C. 11.18 'I." n.6t ,$$8 IHIS ••• •• saO&!. lea n ;n IO. iO IS.n I. TSO 11." I .US 

•• Z OP! l / tK 10. 76 21.7' n ,m I.S\Ie lUi .lTl 

•• B ... l1 / IK ,e.7' l UI LUI 1.711 US 1.087 ... a ... l I / ICa I / tK 11.81 n,n JUt 1.751 14. ~~ .t31 

" B ... , '/1Ca l /lK 18." lUI n.n 1,$55 U.3~ .HI 
U . 0 ... , 100 IjtK 20,24 n.TO IU O l.UI 

•• Dual 1/ 4MI li.iIl U . .., I O,Ti I.ue 13.24 1.314 ,. BuaJ 11114« 11.20 1'.04 IS." .• , 14.3. .111 ... J.uaI i/tel 
\ / tlq 1'.48 U.Tt IS,IS .~ 14." .311 ... Dual 1/ 1e. 

""" 10.tI ... 11.t O UIIII 14 ,31 ••• ... J.uaI lea "'Ma 10.7' 11,00 1'.11 1.01 5 H .t S •• 71 

•• Dual 1/ 4No 11.1' lI.n 13.7' .,. ll.n .,.7. 
•• J.ua1 i f UCa It ,to I"'S 14.51 .151 lI.n .,n ... BroO&l l/l CU ( tfi 

I / UfO U,a. 11,02 It.n .452 IS.1lI .". n. Jl.t.W l/ tea 
I l lNo U. I O 17.14 u .a .M' II. TO ."0 ... JI.t. .. 1 lCa 1/4No lUI 10.001 It.U 1.ln 12.15 ••• ... SoW 1/ ICa 1/4K 

1'/ 4M( lue 15.14 JUT U15 11.98 I.OU ... s aoa! 1/ICa 1/4K 
1 /4 ~, 1/ 41'1. l U I n.Ta U . !O 1.l08 ••• .ne 

Flotud.1 Limit ... un ••• 
ru .... lal LI .. 1t ,," 1.111 .18T 

(eJ:cept the Yz Ca treatment) , those of magnesium being the greatelt. 
Calcium enhances the increases due to potauium, but diminishes tbose 
due to mapelium. The effect of calcium upon lodium is lSCarcely 
sl~Ul.cant. The effect of potaSsium upon calcium is a further enhance
ment of yield. On the other hand, mall'tluium and sodium sometimu 
increase and sometimes deCl'ea.ae the y ieldl due to calcium alone. 

In comparing the results for the two IIOlls it must be borne in mind 
that the bues added to the Lindley soli were much smaller in quantity 
both relatively and absolutely than in the case of the Putnam. 

Redtop 
In 1989-40, on the Putnam loil, calcium, malrIlesium, and sodium 

each produced a depres&ion of yield whilst with potassium there was 
DO aipificant change over the baaal treatment. The effects of calcium 
upon potassium, magnesium and aodium were amall. Potusium liS'
nUl.cantly increa!!es the yields giveD by calcium t reatmenbl alone whilst 
magnesium and sodium have little effect. It is perhaps sipiflcant 
that the B.'hCa'hNa treatment S'ives the lowest yields of any both 
for bluegrau and redtop. 
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TABLE 31. AVERAGE 'l'IE1.DS OF TOP! II< ORAMS PER POT A"'D S'fANllARO OEVIATIOl'S I'OR CEOPS 
GROWN 0" LINI>LE'I' SOIL ( I!M O·U I. ALL T1UATJ>!ElirS II< Q\IIIiT""LICArE. 

BI,,",<o.u .~~ sw.., ~I_' Kor."" " . po<le •• 
Trta'mto' Xl(id S D Yltld , , X 't ld S D X lt ld W-

S.1l ••• U S .111 

IU8 
11.19 

18. ~7 11.97 
IS.OS .92~ 19.82 14.41 

17 .2! ••• 18.n .891 10.69 .3n 15.30 .I ll 
18.60 .831 1B.1! ••• 10.70 .S02 U.S3 2.410 

•• Buall/"'Ic l '-le. .en IM9 1.14 0 S.H .186 12.31 .950 
•• Buall/2l1!i l S.13 .~ 17.30 ."' 7.U .,. u .n 

• •• u. Baw If:2c.. 
1/4Mg 14. 62 .I U 17.12 .5211 .. " ••• n.21 ,. 

". B.sal 1/2c.. 
ijn f1: 14. 112 1.920 17.10 .IU 8.86 .!91 u.n .m ". B ... 1IOllj4Mg 14.OS 1.210 11.78 .HI ID.De .S18 lUI l.157 

• B ... , 1/4N • 14.se ••• 17.50 1.no 1.21 
• •• 12.09 ••• • sa .. II/W • 14.01 1.031 11.12 ,.~ 1.40 ••• 11.t9 1.I3S 

". B ••• , 1/ 2C> 
1/4N' IU4 .531 11. 41 .460 9.11 .725 U.11 UIS 

" B ... I 1/ICa 
I/.r.:. 11.12 .101 18.46 .874 7." U95 12.3S 1.11" u . sa. allCa ' / 4N. 14.112 ••• 17.95 .9M 11.82 .. !10 !l.11 I .WI 

U. _II/l Oll/tiC 
Ij4Mr 1e..30 .~55 IB.S5 1. 411 1I .7! .189 12. 71 L307 ". sual l/I CaI/41: 
'/4Mr 1/4". 11.4' ••• 18.113 •• 11.10 .1., 14.Dl .521 

Fl<fuela' LI"," ... l.1I1 ,.~ .- l.4411 

FIdUCIal I.'''''' •• .~ .B15 ••• un 

In 1940-41 on the Lindley soil calcium, magnesium, and sodium 
singly caused no significant change in yield whilst pot$ssium gave 
a small increase. Calcium additions slightly enhanced the increases 
due to potassium alone but had little effect in presence of magnesium 
or sodium. Potassium in presence of calcium caused a significant 
increase in yield, whereas magnesium had no appreciable effect and 
sodium gave only a small increase. The t otal range of variation in 
these compar isons was small ; from 16.85 to 19.62. 

Sweet clover 
In discussing the results for the two legumes it must be remembered 

that the basal treatment contained no nitrogen. Hence the various 
treatments affected 'the yield in two ways; directly and also by in
creased nitrogen supply due to increased fixation. The gradations In 
yield are much more marked with sweet clover than with the grasses. 

In 1989-40 on the Putnam soil applications of calcium and pota.ssium 
gave notable increases in yield over the basal treatment, sodium some
what smaller increases, and magnesium the least. The increases due 
to potassium, magnesium, and sodium were enhanced by calcium, the 
combination of sodium with calcium giving unusually high yields. 
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Potassium and sodium both strongly enhanced the yields obtained by 
calcium applieations whilst the effect of magnesium was much smaller. 
The results as a whole strongly suggest that sweet clover thrives best 
'on the alkaline side qf ~e neutral point where it can tolerate relatively 
large proportions of exchangeable sodium in the soil. 

In the 1940-41 series on the Lindley soil the neutral point was not 
reached in any treatment and the differences were less ms.rked than 
in the Putnam series. Calcium, potassium, and magnesium added 
siogly all produced significant yield increases over the basal treat
ment. Sodium gave an insignificant increase. The increases due to 
potassium, magnesium and sodium addit ions were all "enhanced by 
calcium. The increases due to calcium were Significantly enhanced 
by potassium and to a lesser extent by magnesium. The effect of 
sodium was variable. 

Korean 1espedeza 
Like the sweet clover, this crop also was forced to rely on its own 

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen to provide sufficient for the higher 
yields. 

On the Putnam soil in 1939-40 this crop showed itself to be cOn
siderably affected by treatments which caused deterioration of t he 
soil structure. Tnatment 12, failed entirely for this reason and 20 
gave a very poor yield indeed. With respect to the bases taken singly 
this cr op behaved quite differently from the sweet clover. The ¥lOa, 
14K, 14Mg and 14Na treatments all gave significant increases over 
the basal tnatment, but further additions diminished the yields sig
nificantly with potassium and sodium. Calcium increased the yields 
obtained by potassium additions alone and had no significant effect 
upon those afforded by the magnesium and sodium treatments. Potas
sium enhanced slightly the yields given by calcium t reatments, mag
nesium had little effect upon them whilst sodium depressed the calcium 
yields. 

In 194()..41 on the Lindley soil the following results are apparent. 
Calcium, potassium, magnesium and sodium all gave increased yields 
when compared with the .basal treatment. Calcium enhanced the in
cnases due to potassium and sodium, and had little effect on those 
due to magnesium. Potassium significantly increased the yields given 
by calcium alone whilst magnesium and sodium gave variable results. 
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IX. DISCUSSION 

We have seen in examining the effects of the monovalent ions potas
sium and sodium upon the divalent ions present in the crop that the 
complementary ion principle does not play the predominant role. This 
is perhaps best shown in the case of the element magnesium, since 
here the proportion removed by the crop (around 5-10% where no 
magnesium was added) is intermediate between · the smll-Der figures 
for strontium and calcium 0-2%) and the much larger losses of 
exchangeable potassium 70-90% ) . It is p~isely in the intermediate 
region in which magnesium lies that a very marked complementary 
ion effect operates in the release of exchangeable magnesium from 
the soil, as Tables 3 and 4 very clearly show. From the· sodium-treated 
soils much smaller quantities of wagnesium are liberated by a 10% 
exchange against H than from those potassium-treated. Nevertheless, 
the magnesium contents of the crops grown are closely alike. We may 
conclude therefore that even though there is often a reduction in 
the content of divalent ions due to addition of monovalent, this does 
not prove that complementary ion effects predominate. The evidence 
of this present study cannot be said to·collBtitute ' strict proof, but it 
is certainly much more in accord with a predominant uptake of 
nutrients by contact exchange between the soil colloid and the plant 
root than with a release of nutrients into the free soil solution and a 
subsequent absorpt~on by the plant. 

The ease of the element manganese is also illuminating in considering 
possible mechanisms by which cationic nutrients move from the soil 
into the plant. We have already seen that the amount of exchangeable 
manganese liberated from the soil by neutral ammonium seetate varies 
considerably according to the pH of the soil and that complementary 
ion effects, in partial exchange against acid, can be detected but are 
subordinate to the pH factor. It was shown that the Putnam soil 
contained relatively small amounts of exchangeable manganese but 
that the acid used in partial exchange experiments brought much 
larger quantities into solution. On the other hand, the Lindley soil. 
had a much greater content of exchangeable manganese and this 
showed only slight increase on seid treatment. The manganese con
tent of the crops, however, followed very closely the relative amounts 
of manganese excha~ed by ammonium seetate. This sUigests a 
mechanism of contact exchange rather than .8 solution of manganese 
hydroxide by acid secretions f rom the roots. At any rate it would 
seem that if both mechanisms operate, then that of contact exchange 
greatly predominates. 

To sum up, we now have clear evidence from the relative effects of 
potassium and sodium on the divalent" ions strontium, calcium, and 
magnesium that a preponderance of these ions· does not pass into 
the free and separable soil solution and that 8 direct passage from the 
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ionic atmosphere of the soil colloids to the root best explains the 
results. This is furthe r substantiated by considerations of the element 
manganese in its passage from the soil to the plant. · There will, of 
course, always be some uptake of every nutrient from the free and 
separable soil solution. These conclusions are in no way contradictory 
to the general experience of plant phyaioiorlata who have worked with 
culture solutions or to the view that cationic uptake is a reHection 
of the general metabolic activity of the r oot ( 12, 18. 25) . Indeed the 
fairly close parallelism in our experiments between the total cations 
and total nitrogen is entirely consistent with this modern view. 

Nutrit ional characteristics of the four crops studied 
We can best form an Idea of the relative nutrient contents of the 

four crops by a qualitative comparison in which they are placed in 
order. We then arrive at the following series. 
For phosphorus: Redtop>Sweet clover=BlueiTfLSs=Korean lespedeza 
For toW cations : Sweet c!over>Redtop>Bluegrass=Korean leapedeza 
For strontium: Sweet clover>Kor ean lespedeza >Redtop >Bluegraas 
For calcium: Sweet clover>Korean lespedeza>Redtop> Bluegrass 
For magnesium: Sweet clover >Redtop>Bluegrass> Korean leepedeza 
For manganese: Redtop>Bluegrass> Korean lespedeza=Sweet clover 
For potassium: Redtop> Bluegrass=Sweet clover>Korean lespedeza 
For sodium: Redtop>Sweet clover>Bluegrass>Korean leapedeza 

As r egards nitrogen, it must be remembered that thia was applied 
as fertiliZer to the rraues but not to the lerumes. The Korean les
pedeza waa lower in nitrogen content than the sweet clover, the differ
ence being particularly II'reat in 1940-41 on the Lindley soil. 

In the caae of silicon, the gr asses were very much higher than the 
legumes. 

Of the two grasses redtop shows the II'reater variability in composi
t ion. As far as responses to bases go, under the conditions of this 
experiment the Putnam soil is not deficient. In fact the distinct de
presaions in yield caused by additions of bases call for some explana
tion. This does not lie in a: decr eased availability of phosphorus at 
the higher pH values, since N. C. Smith in the 1987-88 series eM.A. 
Thesis entitled "Calcium and Phosphorus aa They Influence Growth 
and Composition of Some Pasture Forages" ), showed this effeet to be 
absent on the Putnam soil under similar conditions. The element 
which is strongly decreased in available quantity by addition of baaes 
is manganese. It seems probable that this element has acted as a ~ 

limiting factor at the hia-her pH values. On the Lindley soli this Is 
not the case. Application of bases bere increased the yields and there 
wu always an adequate 8upply of exchangeable manganese. It will be 
noted that the two grasses need larger quantities of manganese than 
the legumes. The sweet clover on the Putnam soil does not show 
any sign ot a limitation in yield but there are some indications of a 
manganese shortage with Korean lespedeza. 
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The special characteristics of Korean lespedeza have already been 

mentioned under the individual elements concerned but it is worth
while to consider them together. This crop is remarkable chemically 
in sever al ways-it is a low sodium plant ; it maintains a greater con· 
stancy of base ratios than the others; it is the lowest in nitrogen 
content (but not in phosphorus) ; it is lowest in magnesium but second 
highest in calcium and strontium; it is lowest iIi potassium content 
and does not a ttain "luxury" levels of consumption. 

SUl\l l'IIARY 
1. A base exchange investigation of the two soils used, the Putnam 

silt loam and the Lindley silt loam, showed (a ) that apart from 
differences in exchangeable Ca, Mg, Sr, K, and Na, the manganese 
reserves are differently distributed in the two soils. The Lindley 
has a large amount of exchangeable manganese and acids further 
liberate only moderate quantities. The Putnam has' much less 
exchangeable manganese but relatively large amounts are liberated 
by acid treatment; (b) -experiments on limited exchange against 
acid showed that sodium treatments produced a well marked com· 
plementary ion effect whereas potassium, magnesium and calcium 
treatments did not. 

2. Analyses of the four crops grown, bluegrass, redtop, sweet clover, 
and Korean lespedeza gave the following general results. 

( a ) The complementary ion principle does not, in general, seem 
to govern the uptake of the divalent ions strontium, calcium, 
and magnesium when the crops were grown on soils with 
potassium or sodium additians. 

(b) Uptake of manganese by the crops depended largely on the 
pH of the Boil, and on the exchangeable manganese present. 

(c) Uptake of sodium and potassium was but little affected by 
additions of Ca or Mg to the soil, but sodium additions def· 
initely increased the potassium in the crops. 

(d) The total cations per 100 gIn. dry matter, calculated in equiv· 
alents, were relatively constant under various treatments. 
Such variations as were found agree qualitatively with similar 
variations in nitrogen content and somewhat less closely with 
variations in phosphorus. 

(e) As to the four crops, differences in uptake of the various 
elements were recorded. The Korean lespedeza was outstand· 
ing for its very low sodium content, which could not be in~ 
creased to .06 % even by sodium additions, and also for its 
relative constancy in regard to the other cations. 
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APPENDIX A 
Greenhouse Da ta 

1999-;'0 strit!s Putnam silt karn 
Basal dressing added to each pot 3.0 grams of 38% superphosphate, equiv. 

alent to 857 pounds per acre of 2,000,000 pounds of soil. This is 0.50 
gram P per pot. 

Nitrogen was added to grasses in solution in sbc: equal portions during 
growth. Total given was 4.2 gram of ammonium nitrate per pot (1.47 
gram N), equivalent to 250 pounds of sodium nit rate per a cre 01 2,000,000 
pounds of soil. 

Redtop 
Sweet 
clover 
Korean 
lespedna 

Tabula tion of Cnenhouae Procedure 
Sowing Inoculation 

Dats Dattl Datu of successi1ls cuttings 
Greenhouse dat a lost. Seven ~uttini'S wer e made. Fint three 
combined as "early" crop, last four as "la t e". 

Ditto 
1 2 8 " 5 

Nov. 4 Dec. '" F eb. 17, Mar . 21, A pr. 24, May 81, J une 19 

Apr. 6 Apr. 6 June 12, J uly 16, Aug. 15 

In this series the calcium and magnesium carbonates were added in 
powdered form and the sodium and potassium bicarbonate in solution. The 
latt er caused severe caking of the soil and after the pots had stood for 
some time it was necessary to remix each one before sowing. The failur e 
of one lespedeza treatment was prohably due largely to bad physical condi
tion of t he soiL 

19;'0-.41 series, Lindley nit loam 
Basal dressing added to each pot (except those of No. 21, no treatment) 

3.0 grams of 889'0 superphosphate, equivalent to 857 pounds per acre of 
2,000,000 pounds soil. This Is 0.50 gram P per pot. 

Nitrogen was added to g r asses in solution during g r owth in five equal 
portions, each of 0.5 gram ammonium nitrate per pot. The total is 2.5 
gr ams ammonium nitrate per pot (0.875 gram N), equivalent to 1520 pounds 
sodium nitrate per acre of 2,000,000 pounds. 
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Tabulation of Greenbou .. Da t& 
1 2 3 , • Sowing Inoculation 

Cro, Date Dot. 

1 2 3 " 15 
Blueltfass Oet. 21 ...... Jan. 18, :;'eb. 27, Mar. 27, Apr . 27, May 17 

1 2 S Ii 5 
Redtop Od. 22 ...... Jan. 17, Mar. I, Ma r . 27, Apr. 215, May 17 
Sweet 1 2 S 4 
clovu Oct. 22 Nov. 6 I an. 14, Mar. 16, Apr. 18, May 28 
Korean 1 2 S 4 
lespedeza Dec. 2 D~. 2 cJc'_".C2"50:CMC'_'C.",1~ April 2~, May 2~ 

(Earl,) ( Lo.~) 

The Korean le~pedez. was ~ven artifldal illumination to au pplement 
daylirht. since otherwise the seedling'!; commence to bloom while .till small 
and ve~tative growth is retarded The equivalent of 15 hours total daYlia:ht 
w ... t hus provided and no difficulty was f ound with premature bloomin&,. 

In this aeries t he carbonates or hicar OOn.teiS were mixed with air-dry 
loil tint and then this w •• thor ou&,hly inC(lrporated with the loil for each 
pot, using a rotary ehurn. 
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